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Abstract

In this thesis, we study succinct representations of trees and graphs. A succinct representa-

tion of a combinatorial object is a space efficient representation that supports a reasonable

set of operations and queries on the object in constant or near constant time on the RAM

with logarithmic word size. The storage requirement of a succinct representation is intended

to be optimal to within lower order terms.

We first propose a uniform approach for succinct representation of various families of

trees. The method is based on two recursive decompositions of trees into subtrees. The

approach simplifies the existing representation of ordinal trees while allowing the full set of

navigational operations and queries. The approach applied to cardinal (i.e., k-ary) trees

yields a space-optimal succinct representation allowing cardinal-type operations (e.g., deter-

mining child labeled i) as well as the full set of ordinal-type operations (e.g., reporting the

number of siblings to the left of a node). Previous space-optimal succinct representations

had not been able to support both types of operations efficiently [8, 58]. We demonstrate

how the approach can be applied to obtain a space-optimal succinct representation for the

family of free trees where the order of children is insignificant. Furthermore, we show that

our approach can be used to obtain entropy-based succinct representations. The approach

adapts to match the degree-distribution entropy suggested by Jansson et al. [41]. We discuss

that our approach can be made adaptive to various other entropy measures.

Next, we focus on ordinal trees, and present a novel universal succinct representation. Our

new representation is able to simultaneously emulate previous ordinal tree representations of

the balanced parenthesis (BP), depth first unary degree sequence (DFUDS) and partitioned

representations using a single instance of the data structure. They not only support the

union of all the ordinal tree operations supported by these representations, but will also

automatically inherit any new operations supported by these representations in the future;

hence the universality title we attributed to the representation.

We then move to more general graphs rather than trees, and consider the problem of

encoding a graph with n vertices and m edges compactly supporting adjacency, neighborhood

and degree queries in constant time. The adjacency query asks whether there is an edge

between two vertices, the neighborhood query reports the neighbors of a given vertex in
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constant time per neighbor, and the degree query reports the number of edges incident to a

given vertex. The representation is to achieve the optimal space requirement as a function

of n and m to within lower order terms. We prove a lower bound in the cell probe model

that it is impossible to achieve the information theoretic lower bound to within lower order

terms unless the graph is too sparse (namely m = o
(

nδ
)

for any constant δ > 0) or too

dense (namely m = ω
(

n2−δ
)

for any constant δ > 0).

We also present a succinct encoding for graphs for all values of n, m supporting queries in

constant time. The space requirement of the representation is always within a multiplicative

1 + ǫ factor of the information-theory lower bound for any constant ǫ > 0. This is the

best achievable space bound according to our lower bound where it applies. The space

requirement of the representation achieves the information-theory lower bound tightly to

within lower order terms when the graph is sparse (m = o
(

nδ
)

for any constant δ > 0), or

very dense (m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The volume of data we deal with in computer science is increasingly growing. With the

ever increasing size of the data sets, an important aspect in handling information is storage

requirement. Compression schemes tackle this issue by reducing the space requirement of

stored data. The issue, however, with such schemes is slow access and inefficient usage of

the data. With most compression schemes, the data must be decompressed almost entirely

to answer a query that is only relevant to a small fraction of the data. Auxiliary structural

information in the form of pointers to represent trees, graphs, and other combinatorial objects

typically claim a significant part of storage requirement. Succinct data structures [47] are an

attempt to overcome this shortcoming by accompanying compression with fast access to data

and support for operations. Succinct structures are used to encode the auxiliary structural

information in small amount of space so it can be used with compression, especially methods

that permit partial decompression.

In analyzing the storage requirement of data structures, we often conclude with a formula

in “big oh” notation, disregarding the true space cost by hiding the constant factors. These

constant factors have an enormous impact in real applications where there is a massive

data set to be stored. Succinct data structures tackle this issue by giving an exact highest

order term for the space requirement (constant factors are explicitly given). However, little

attention is paid to the lower order terms as long as they stay lower order terms as their

impact becomes insignificant in practice as the size of data grows. In such applications

where the lower order terms become a major player due to the large constant factors they

are involved with one extends the definition to the first several high order terms as is studied
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2

in a branch of theoretical literature on succinctness [26, 29, 57].

More precisely, a succinct representation of a combinatorial object is an encoding which

supports a reasonable set of operations on the object in constant (or nearly constant) time

and has a storage requirement matching the information theory lower bound, to within

lower order terms. Succinct data structures perform under the uniform-time word RAM-

model with Θ (lg n)1 word size where n is the size of the object to be represented; we make

the Θ (lg n)-word RAM model assumption throughout the thesis. Two fundamental data

structures which are used ubiquitously in computer science are trees and graphs.

Trees are a key data structure in computer science and as a result a great deal of research

has been done on their succinct representation [40, 39, 14, 49, 8, 25, 38, 41, 58, 15]. Succinct

representation of two major families of trees have been well studied: ordinal and cardinal

trees. Ordinal trees are rooted trees and the order of children is significant and thus must

be preserved in any representation. Cardinal or k-ary trees are rooted trees where each node

has k slots for children; these slots can be occupied or not occupied independently by a

child. We propose a uniform approach for representing trees succinctly that encompasses

the two existing families of trees as well as free trees, whose succinct representation had not

previously been studied explicitly. “Free” usually means unrooted and unordered. However,

the root does not matter much as it requires O (lg n) bits to distinguish a node as the root.

Hence, we treat free trees as rooted trees where the order of children of a node is insignificant.

The proposed approach out-performs the numerous previously-existing approaches by being

simpler and more intuitive and at the same time allowing fast support for a wider range of

operations on the tree (such as parent, child, depth, and height). Furthermore, the represen-

tation of a tree in the new approach can simulate two other representations which are widely

used for succinct encoding of trees: namely, balanced parenthesis (BP) representation [49]

and depth first unary degree sequence (DFUDS) representation [8]. . This simulation power

indicates that the new representation can replicate any functionality of the BP and DFUDS

representations support.

General graphs—directed or undirected—are another fundamental structure in computer

science, as they capture the relations and connectivity between a number of entities. There

is a large volume of research on succinct and generally space-efficient representation of

graphs [42, 10, 63, 43, 49, 13, 3]. However, most of the research is performed on graphs

1lg n denotes log2 n.
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with certain combinatorial properties such as planar graph, separable graphs, and limited

arboricity graphs, . We focus on graphs with no given combinatorial property. We study

the problem of representing a graph with n nodes and m edges succinctly to allow the most

natural operations in constant time. The operations supported are (1) given a node, output

its degree, (2) given two nodes, determine whether there is a direct edge between them,

and (3) given a node, iterate through its neighbors and output them in constant time per

neighbor. We show lower bounds which are stronger and better than the obvious bounds we

obtain via information theory. Moreover, we match these bounds by presenting a succinct

encoding of graphs.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Some preliminary data structures which are

heavily used in the thesis are presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the uniform ap-

proach we suggest to represent trees succinctly. A preliminary version of this work appeared

in [18]. Chapter 4 shows how the proposed approach can simulate two other widely used

representations of BP and DFUDS. This result was announced in [20]. Chapter 5 focuses on

succinct encoding of graphs. A preliminary version of this work appeared in [17]. Chapter 6

summarizes and concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

We use a variety of succinct data structures in designing our representations. In this chapter,

we introduce the previous work and results on these data structures:

Bit vectors. We want to store a bit vector A[1 . . . n] (A[i] ∈ {0, 1}) succinctly and allow

the prefix sum queries of rank(r) and select(s). Query rank(r) returns the number of

ones in positions with an index at most r (i.e.,
∑r

i=1 A[i]) and query select(s) returns the

index of the s-th one in the array (i.e., index (k) s.t.
∑k

i=1 = s).

Jacobson [40] and Clark and Munro [14] were the first to give a representation with space

n + o(n) bits and constant query time. Although space n + o(n) is the best one can obtain

for a dense bit vector (in which about half of the number of bits are set), better bounds

are expected in sparse bit vectors. Bit vectors with more one than zero bits, are clearly

symmetrical to the those with more zeros than ones by switching ones and zeros. These

bounds are indeed sensitive to the number of ones in the bit vector. We overview these

results in “succinct dictionary” structures.

Dictionaries. The standard definition of the dictionary problem is to store a set S of n

elements from a universe U of u elements, and answer membership queries (x
?∈ S) efficiently.

In our context, an easy solution is to store a bit vector of length u containing n ones, though

clearly, the optimal space is B =
⌈

lg
(

u
n

)⌉

bits which can be much less than u bits when n≪ u

(or symmetrically when n > u/2 and is very close to u). The FKS dictionary [24] uses O (B)

bits and supports membership queries in constant time. Brodnik and Munro [11] first studied

4



§2. PRELIMINARIES 5

the dictionary problem from the perspective of succinct structures. Their dictionary uses B+

O (B/ log log log u) bits and answers membership queries in constant time on a lg u-bit word.

Pagh [56] improved the space redundancy to obtain space B + O
(

n (log log n)2

log n
+ log log u

)

while still answering membership queries in constant time.

Other than membership queries, a dictionary is sometimes desired to support other op-

erations, for instance rank and select. These operations “index” elements present in the

subset. Given an element x, query rank(x) returns the number of elements i in S such that

i ≤ x, and hence the “rank” of x among elements of S. The reverse operation of Select(j),

returns the j-th smallest element in S (in other words, the element whose rank is j). rank

and select operations are equivalent to rank and select queries we defined over bit vector

for the bit vector with length u that realizes elements of S. We note that constant-time sup-

port for rank implies constant-time support for membership queries. Depending on whether

we want to answer rank and select queries on members only or on both members and

non-members of S, we distinguish two dictionary problems of fully indexable dictionary or

only indexable dictionary.1

More formally, a fully indexable dictionary supports rank and select operations on both

elements of S and non-elements of U \ S (and hence membership queries). In other words,

given any element x of the universe U , we support rank(x) in constant time whether x ∈ S

or not. We note that a fully indexable dictionary is a powerful structure as, for example, it

can answer predecessor queries in constant time by computing select(rank(i)). However,

we know that predecessor queries cannot be answered in constant time on the RAM model

with nO(1) words of space [7] (for “awkward” ranges of n as a function of u). Therefore, any

fully indexable structure is bound to be relatively space-inefficient. Raman et al. [58] gave

a representation of a fully indexable dictionary:

Lemma 2.1. [58] Given a subset S of size n from a universe U of size u, there is a fully

indexable dictionary (FID) structure which requires lg
(

u
n

)

+ O (u log log u/ log u) bits and

supports rank and select queries both on members and non-members of S in constant time

in a lg u-bit word-RAM model.

A series of improvements [29, 31] on the redundancy of the space in the lemma culminated

in overall space of lg
(

u
n

)

+ u
polylog u

+ Õ
(

u3/4
)

[57]. Nevertheless, we use the result as stated in

1Adopting the terminology of Raman et al. [58].
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the lemma for simplicity and since we do not focus on redundancy reduction in lower order

terms in this thesis.

An indexable dictionary supports membership, rank, and select operations, however

the latter two are supported only on members of S. In other words, given an element x ∈ U ,

we support rank(x) only if x ∈ S. If x 6∈ S then, the query only has to report that x 6∈ S.

This feature significantly reduces the power of this type of dictionaries as, for example, we

can no longer support predecessor queries. Therefore, this type of dictionaries are more

space efficient. Raman et al. [58] also gave a representation of an indexable dictionary:

Lemma 2.2. [58] Given a subset S of size n from a universe U of size u, there is an indexable

dictionary (ID) structure which requires lg
(

u
n

)

+ o (n) + O (log log u) bits and supports rank

and select queries only on members of S in constant time in a lg u-bit word-RAM model.

We heavily use the FID and ID structures of lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 in designing succinct

structures for trees and graphs.

Trees. Trees are one of the most fundamental data structures in computer science and

as a result, they have been explored extensively from the perspective of succint structures.

Various classes of trees arise in practice and each class has been considered individually for

the purpose of succinct representation. We briefly survey these classes here. For a detailed

discussion of each of these classes, we refer the reader to chapter 3.

Binary trees, where nodes can have a left and/or a right child, were among the first that

were considered. Jacobson [39] gave the first succinct representation; each (internal) node is

marked with a 1 bit and the external nodes are added to the tree and are marked with a 0 bit.

A bit vector is formed by traversing the tree in a left-right level-order fashion and reading

off the marked bits associated with the nodes. The length of the bit vector for a binary tree

with n nodes is 2n+1 bits. By storing this bit vector as a dictionary structure that supports

rank and select, one can support operations parent, left-child, and right-child in

constant time.

Ordinal trees (also known as ordered trees) are rooted trees where nodes can have high

degrees and children of a node are ordered. There is a one-to-one correspondence between

ordinal trees with n nodes and binary trees with n nodes. Therefore, 2n bits suffice to encode

an ordinal tree with n nodes. There are various approaches towards succinct representations
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of ordinal trees: level order unary degree sequence (LOUDS) approach [39], balanced paren-

thesis (BP) approach [50], depth first unary degree sequence (DFUDS) approach [8], and tree

covering (TC) approach [25]. There has been many improvements, particularly on operation

support capability of these representations. We refer the reader to chapter 4 for a detailed

discussion.

Cardinal trees or k-ary trees are trees where nodes have k slots for edges to children and

these slots can be independently occupied or not. Binary trees are special cardinal trees

where k = 2. First succinct representation [8] of cardinal tree consisted of two components.

The first component was the representation of the underlying ordinal tree (using the DFUDS

approach) and the second component was essentially a succinct dictionary structure to rep-

resent which children of nodes are indeed present. The storage requirement of this approach

became very close to the minimum required space, however there was a gap. Later work used

the indexable dictionary structures (in lemma 2.2) to improve the space to the minimum to

within lower order terms [58]. We refer the reader to chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion.

In chapter 3, we consider free trees which are unordered rooted trees and also discuss

entropy-based encodings of trees. Representing dynamic trees succinctly is another related

line of work [52, 59, 35, 19].

Permutations. Given a permutation π : [n]→ [n], we consider the problem of succinctly

representing π such that arbitrary powers of π are computed in constant time. That is, given

an integer k, the representation must support computing πk(·) in constant time. We note

that k can be a negative integer and in fact, having a minimum-space representation that

computes both π(·) and π−1(·) in constant time is already a hard problem.

The näıve representation of a permutation is by listing π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n) in order.

Although, this method achieves the optimal space of n ⌈lg n⌉ bits, it supports only π(.)

operation in constant time and for example, π−1(.) has no efficient implementation.

Munro et al. [48] give a representation of permutations which supports both π(·) and

π−1(·) in constant time, however the storage requirement is (1 + ǫ)n lg n bits for any fixed

epsilon ǫ > 0. The representation is based on the cycle representation of permutations and

storing explicit back edges at every O (1/ǫ) step of the cycle. Moreover, they show that once

there is constant-time support for π(.) and π−1(·) operations, arbitrary powers of π (πk(.)

for any integer k) can be supported in constant time.
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Golynski et al. [27, 28] prove that the constant 1+ ǫ multiplicative factor for the storage

requirement is indispensable as it is not possible to have an arbitrary permutation in n lg n+

o (n log n) bits and support both π(.) and π−1(.) in constant time. The proof is in the cell

probe model with cells of length O (log n) bits.

Functions. Given a function f : [n] → [m], we consider the problem of succinctly repre-

senting f such that arbitrary positive powers of f , (i.e., fk(x), k > 0), can be computed in

constant time and arbitrary negative powers of f , (i.e., f−k(x), k > 0), can be computed

in O
(

1 +
∣

∣f−k(x)
∣

∣

)

time (we note that f−k is a set when f is not one-to-one). Succinct

representation of functions is an extension to that of permutations.

Munro et al. [53] first consider representing functions with the same domain and range

size (i.e., n = m) and give a (1 + ǫ)n lg n-bit representation for any constant ǫ > 0. Where

n ≥ m, they give a representation with n lg m + ǫm lg m bits, and where n < m, their

representation has n lg m + (1 + ǫ)n lg n bits.

We present a new succinct representation of functions in section 5.2 with some added

capabilities.

Strings. Given a string of length n over alphabet Σ = [σ], we consider the problem of

encoding the string in minimum space such that the following operations are supported

efficiently:

• string-access(i): returns the character at position i.

• string-rank(c, i): returns the number of occurrences of character c up to position i.

• string-select(c, i): returns the position of the i-th occurrence of character c in the

string.

The wavelet tree [33] structure can encode a string in n lg σ + o(n) lg σ bits (more pre-

cisely in nH0 + o(n) lg σ) bits where H0 is the zeroth order entropy, and do all operation of

string-access, string-rank, and string-select in O (log σ) time. For larger alphabets,

there is a representation [30] that encodes a string in n lg σ + o(n) lg σ) bits (and is not

adaptive to the zeroth order entropy), however performs all the operations in O (log log σ)

time.
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Binary relations. Binary relations associate r objects to s labels such that an object can

be associated to multiple labels and a label can be assigned to multiple objects. We denote

the number of object-pair associations by t. Therefore, one can abstract a binary relation as

a 0-1 r × s matrix where position (i, j) is one if object i is associated with label j and the

position is zero otherwise. Hence, the matrix contains precisely t ones.

The problem we are considering is, given a r×s binary relation with t object-label pairs,

to encode it in the minimum space such that the following operations are performed fast:

• object-access(o, l): Determines whether object o is associated with label l. This

operation corresponds to retrieving position (o, l) of the corresponding 0-1 matrix.

• object-rank(o, l): Reports the number of labels up to l that are associated with

object o. This operation corresponds to operation rank(l) in row number o of the

corresponding 0-1 matrix.

• object-select(o, i): Reports i-th label in order that is associated with object o. This

operation corresponds to operation select(l) in row number o of the corresponding

0-1 matrix..

• label-access(l, o): Determines whether label l is associated with object o. This

operation corresponds to retrieving position (o, l) of the corresponding 0-1 matrix.

• label-rank(l, o): Reports the number of object up to o that are associated with

label l. This operation corresponds to operation rank(o) in column number o of the

corresponding 0-1 matrix.

• label-select(l, i): Reports i-th object in order that is associated with label l. This

operation corresponds to operation select(l) in column number l of the corresponding

0-1 matrix.

Strings are binary relations where an object is associated with exactly one label. The

problem of succinct representation of binary relations is a generalization of that of strings.

Barbay et al. [5] give a representation that encodes such a binary relation in t lg σ + o (lg σ)

bits and supports all these operations in worst case O (log log σ log log log σ) time.
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Graph representations. Given a graph as an abstract data type, one requires a rep-

resentation that occupies the minimum space (to within lower order terms) and supports

expected navigational queries in ideally constant time.

There is a large body of literature on space-efficient representations of graphs most of

which deal with graphs with particular properties such as: graphs with limited arboricity, c-

decomposable graphs [42], separable graphs [10], planar graphs [63, 43, 49, 13], triconnected

and/or triangulated planar graphs [3]. Mainly planar graphs and their subclasses such as

triconnected planar graphs and triangulated planar graphs have been considered from the

perspective of succinct representations [49, 13, 3].

In contrast to this body of work, in chapter 5, we deal with graphs with no particular

combinatorial properties, and of which we only know the number of vertices and edges.

Text indexes. A text index is a structure to represent a text T such that given a pattern

P we can perform string matching queries (finding occurrences of P in T ) fast.

Suffix trees and suffix arrays are two common text indexes which are widely used in

practice. Therefore, there is work on space-efficient and succinct representation of suffix

trees [51, 34] and suffix arrays [34, 60]. Ferragina and Manzini [21] introduce an opportunistic

data structure for indexing a text with a storage requirement which is adaptive to the k-th

order entropy of the text. This high order entropy adaptiveness is continued in a line of

work [62, 33, 22].



Chapter 3

Uniform representation of trees

In this chapter, we describe a new approach for succinct representation of trees. This ap-

proach is a simple one with which many classes of trees can be represented succinctly within

their particular space bounds. The power of this approach is that it consolidates repre-

sentations of various families of trees for which there are different approaches for succinct

representations. We consider the class of “free trees” for the first time for the purpose of

succinct representation. We show our scheme can be easily adapted for succinct encodings

of this family. Furthermore, for different families of trees, the new approach improves on

the existing approaches by adding some extra functionalities or easing their implementation

which were non-existent in previous ad-hoc approaches.

3.1 Introduction

Succinct representations of two major families of trees have been well studied: ordinal trees

and cardinal trees. In ordinal trees, the order of children of nodes is significant and preserved.

However, in cardinal trees (also known as k-ary trees), each node has k slots for edges to

children which can be independently occupied or not. Binary trees are a subclass of cardinal

trees for value k = 2. In this chapter, we also study the succinct encoding of another family

of trees: free trees (not previously studied in the content of succinct data structures) in which

the order of children of a node is not significant.

Certain subfamilies of these major families of trees have been studied in the context of

succinct representations. Binary trees (k = 2) [49] and DNA trees (k = 4) [8] form two of

11
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Tree family
Space lower bound
(Highest order term)

Succinct representation

Ordinal trees 2n [44] [40, 14, 49, 8, 25, 38]

Ordinal trees with a given
degree distribution

∑

i ni lg
n
ni

[61] [41]

Cardinal trees (k lg k − (k − 1) lg(k − 1))n [32] [8, 58]

Binary trees 2n [32] [40, 39, 15, 14, 49]

Free trees 1.56 · · ·n [55] chapter 3

Free binary trees 1.31 · · ·n [16, 64] chapter 3

Table 3.1: Space lower bounds up to lower order terms in bits to represent families of trees
with n nodes and references to succinct representations.

the best known subfamilies of cardinal trees. Ordinal trees with a given degree distribution

where a list of numbers ni (i ≥ 0) is given and the tree is guaranteed to have exactly ni

nodes with i children form a subfamily of ordinal trees studied recently by Jansson et al.

[41]. We also investigate free binary trees which are free trees, with maximum two children

per node.

Space lower bounds on the required number of bits to represent each class of trees is

obtained via information theory by counting the number of trees in the class. For instance,

the number of binary trees with n nodes is known [32] to be the n-th Catalan number

Cn = 1
n+1

(

2n
n

)

. Hence, an encoding of binary trees with n nodes requires at least lg Cn =

2n − lg n + O(1) number of bits. As another example, the number of ordinal trees with n

nodes is also Cn since there is a one to one correspondence between ordinal trees and binary

trees with the same number of nodes; therefore, lg Cn = 2n − lg n + O(1) is the minimum

storage requirement for ordinal trees. The number of cardinal (k-ary) trees with n nodes is

the generalized Catalan number C(n, k) = 1
kn+1

(

kn+1
n

)

, and therefore the minimum number of

bits required to represent such a tree is lg C(n, k) = (k lg k − (k − 1) lg(k − 1))n−O (log kn).

Table 3.1 illustrates the space lower bounds for these classes along with existing references

to succinct representations which achieve the optimal space to within lower order terms and

support a variety of operations.
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3.2 Contribution

We propose a uniform approach for representing trees succinctly that encompasses the fam-

ilies of trees in table 3.1. The method is based on a two-level decomposition of a tree into

subtrees. The recursive decomposition method is a common technique in succinct represen-

tations of various data structures [14, 58, 6] and has been used to represent trees [52, 25, 38].

In the case of ordinal trees, the most comprehensive list of operations supported is

achieved by He et al. [38]. The new approach supports the entire range of operations

proposed by He et al. [38] and simplifies implementation of the supported operations. In the

case of cardinal trees, there had been no known succinct representation that supports a wide

range of navigational operations. Raman et al. [58] state that their succinct representation

for cardinal trees cannot support subtree size. Our succinct representation of cardinal trees

can support all ordinal-tree-type operations listed by He et al. [38] (such as subtree size) as

well as cardinal-tree-type operations suggested by Raman et al. [58] (such as following the

edge labeled i from a node where 1 ≤ i ≤ k).

To show the power of our method, we consider free trees and show that we can have

a succinct representation taking the optimal (1.56 . . .)n bits (ignoring lower order terms)

supporting all navigational operations. Similarly, free binary trees, which are free trees with

maximum two children per node, can be represented in the optimal (1.31 . . .)n number of

bits.

Existing succinct encodings of trees assume a uniform distribution over the family of trees

and therefore give worst case space guarantees. In practice however, there might be many

reasons to have trees with certain property that are more likely than others, and therefore an

entropy-based succinct representation is necessary. Jansson et al. [41] considered this case

where the distribution is based on degrees of nodes and gave a representation that matches

the degree-distribution entropy. Our succinct tree representation can not only match the

degree-distribution entropy, but also can be made adaptive to a variety of other entropy

measures, e.g., trees with a particular probability distribution of number of children (a node

has i children with probability pi).
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3.3 Tree Decomposition

At the heart of our method is the tree decomposition technique. The aim is to decompose

the tree into subtrees of roughly equal sizes. Geary et al. [25] and He et al. [38] use

the same decomposition algorithm to decompose an ordinal tree into smaller trees. Their

decomposition algorithm, when run on a binary tree, matches the decomposition algorithm

of Munro et al. [52] which is given for binary trees. Given a target subtree size L, the

algorithm of Geary et al. decomposes a tree into subtrees with size between L and 3L (with

a possible exception of the root subtree). Furthermore, these subtrees are disjoint other than

their roots; many subtrees can share a common root node.

The drawback with this approach is that numerous edges can leave a node in a subtree

to a node in another subtree, and these edges can stem from any node in a subtree. Our

decomposition algorithm has the feature that all edges leaving a subtree stem from the root

of the subtree, except perhaps for one single edge which can be incident to a non-root node.

We guarantee this by allowing (a small number of) undersized subtrees.

Fredrickson [23] introduces a topological partitioning of the vertex set of trees which is

suitable for our application. This partitioning, unfortunately, works for (unrooted) trees of

degree at most three.

Theorem 3.1. A tree with n nodes can be decomposed into Θ (n/L) subtrees of size at most

2L which are pairwise disjoint aside from the subtree roots. Furthermore, aside from edges

stemming from the component root nodes, there is at most one edge leaving a node of a

component to its child in another component.

Proof. Figure 3.1 depicts the result of the decomposition algorithm run on a tree. We start

the proof by considering the nodes that have many descendants:

Definition 3.1. For a fixed parameter L, a node is heavy if it has at least L descendants

(including the node itself). Ancestors of a heavy node are heavy by definition. Therefore,

heavy nodes form a subtree on the original tree. We call this tree the heavy-subtree. A

branching node is a node which has at least two heavy children. Branching edges are

edges between a branching node and its heavy children.

For instance, in the tree of figure 3.1, heavy nodes are a, b, d, k, o, q, r. Branching nodes

are a, o and branching edges are ab, ad, oq, or.
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Figure 3.1: A tree decomposed into component subtrees for value L = 5.

A crucial observation is that the number of branching edges is bounded. In the heavy-

subtree of tree T , the number of branching edges is exactly twice the the number of leaves

of the heavy-subtree minus two. The number of leaves is at most n/L as each heavy-tree

leaf is associated with at least L distinct nodes of the original tree. Clearly, the number of

branching nodes is less than the number of branching edges. Thus:

Lemma 3.2. The number of branching nodes and edges in a tree T with n nodes and pa-

rameter L is O (n/L) .

As with previous decomposition methods [14, 52, 25], we use a recursive bottom-up

approach. Each recursive call decomposes a tree rooted at a node and returns the component

subtrees. To decompose a tree rooted at a node v, we first recursively decompose the trees

rooted at its children u1, . . . , uk. Component subtrees that do not contain any of the children

u1, . . . , uk of v are permanent and remain invariant through recursive calls on other nodes

of the tree. The root components that contain one of u1, . . . , uk can initially be declared

as temporary. Temporary components and the parent v can potentially merge. Figure 3.2

depicts existing temporary and permanent subtrees on the recursive call of a node.
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v

Figure 3.2: Temporary and permanent subtrees on recursive call of node v. Temporary
subtrees are indicated by dotted lines and permanent subtrees by solid lines. The leftmost
child of v is a branching node and therefore its component is declared permanent; the other
two children of v are declared temporary.

The merging procedure of the temporary components at a recursive call on node v,

depends on the number of heavy children of the node. The procedure is depicted in algo-

rithm 3.2 and is as follows:

1. If v has no heavy children (e.g., node b, q in figure 3.1), entire children subtrees con-

taining u1, . . . , uk are temporary components to be merged together. The procedure

is a greedy approach depicted in algorithm 3.1. We create a new component initially

containing only v. We scan the list of children u1, . . . , uk from left to right adding the

entire tree rooted at these nodes to the component. If the component size exceeds L,

we finalize that component by declaring it as permanent and create a new component

containing v only and continue in this manner. Since none of the children is heavy,

the size of components does not exceed 2L. The last such component can have size

less than L. If we had created at least one other component aside from the last com-

ponent, we declare the last component as permanent, even though its size is small,

and we charge its small size to its neighbor component which must have a proper size.

Otherwise, if there is only one component, we have put all descendants of v together

in a component which we declare as temporary and send up to the parent of v.

2. If v has only one heavy child ui (e.g., nodes d, k in figure 3.1 as n is heavy), we put
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children of v into components analogously to the previous case. The only difference

occurs where the component containing ui has been declared permanent as opposed

to temporary. In this case, we simply ignore ui, skipping from ui−1 to ui+1 during the

scan. Analogous to the previous case, if more than one component are formed, all are

declared as permanent. If only one component is formed, if its size is less than L, it is

declared as temporary, otherwise as permanent.

3. If v is a branching node—i.e., with two or more heavy children (e.g., nodes a, o in

figure 3.1)—then among children u1, . . . , uk, there are h ≥ 2 heavy nodes ui1, . . . , uih.

We first declare permanent the components containing these heavy nodes. If the com-

ponent containing uij for some j is undersized, we charge it to the branching edge

vuij .

If there is no non-heavy children left, v by itself is a permanent single-node component

(we charge this undersized component to branching node v itself). Otherwise, the

remaining children of v are broken by the heavy nodes into intervals of consecutive

non-heavy nodes. We consider the intervals separately, treating each interval as the

first case (no-heavy-children case). The only difference is that all components formed

are finalized and declared as permanent without exception. We charge the possible

undersized component at the end of each such interval l to one of the interval’s end

edges vuil−1
or vuil (note that vuil−1

, vuil are both branching edges).

The decomposition algorithm creates components with a set of properties which we in-

clude in the following lemma:

We now prove that the decomposition of algorithm 3.2 satisfies the desired properties of

theorem 3.1.

Firstly, it is easy to verify that no component contains more than 2L nodes. Components

of non-constant size are only constructed by “GreedilyPack” algorithm (algorithm 3.1). This

procedure is called only on temporary components and these components have size less than

L. Since these components are combined one by one so the aggregate size exceeds L, the

maximum size can be 2L.

Secondly, it is also easy to argue that two different components can only share a node that

is a root of both components. The argument is recursive; if node v is placed into more than

one component in algorithm 3.2, these components are declared as permanent and therefore
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Algorithm 3.1 Greedily packs components of children u1, . . . , uk of node v together.

Procedure GreedilyPack(v, u1, . . . , uk):
/* c1, . . . , ck are the components to which u1, . . . , uk respectively belong. */
C ← {c1, . . . , ck}.
while C 6= ∅ do

s← min indexi ci ∈ C.
m← min indexj size (cs+1 ∪ . . . ∪ cj) ≥ L.

C ← C − (cs, cs+1, . . . , cm) .

Create a new component c = {v} ∪ ({cs} ∪ {cs+1} . . . ∪ {cm}).
/* c is declared permanent unless it is the only component created and it is undersized: */
if size(c)< L and c contains all of u1, . . . , uk then

Declare c as “temporary”.
else

Declare c as “permanent”.
end if

end while

v is root in all these components.

Thirdly, we argue on the pattern of inter-component edges, and show that other than

the edges that stem out of the root of a component, there is at most a single edge leaving

a node to a child in another component. We argue about this property recursively. Given

that all children components of node v have this property, we demonstrate that the manner

in which we combine these components in algorithm 3.2 maintains the property. If v has

no heavy children then entire children subtrees are packed together which means no node

other than roots have edges leaving a component. In case v has only one heavy child u,

components involving other children of v contain an entire subtree and therefore have no

outgoing edges. If u belongs to a temporary component (before the call to GreedilyPack),

it must belong to only one component c which can have one outgoing edge from a node

other than u. Therefore, in procedure GreedilyPack when combined with other children

components of v can result in a component which has at most one other outgoing edge. If,

however, u is in a permanent component, in algorithm 3.2 it is not combined with other

children components and therefore one of the components including v has a single outgoing

edge (v, u).

Finally, to bound the number of components, one only has to account for the undersized

components. During the decomposition, we charged undersized components to components

with the proper size (size larger than L) in cases of nodes with at most one heavy child or to
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Algorithm 3.2 Recursive decomposition of the subtree rooted at node v with children
u1, . . . , uk into component subtrees.

Procedure Decompose(v):
/* Recursive calls:*/
if v is a leaf then

return {v} as a temporary component;
else

run Decompose(ui) for all children u1, . . . , uk of v.
end if

/* Combining components of children u1, . . . , uk of v */
if v has no heavy children then

GreedilyPack(v, u1 , . . . , uk)
else if v has only one heavy child ui then

if ui belongs to a temporary component then

GreedilyPack(v, u1 , . . . , uk)
else

GreedilyPack(v, u1 , . . . , ui−1, ui+1, . . . , uk)
end if

else if v has two or more heavy children ui1 , . . . , uih then

/* set ui0 ← 0, uih+1
← k */

for j = 0, . . . , h do

GreedilyPack(v, uij +1, . . . , uij+1−1)
Declare all returned component subtrees as “permanent”.
Declare component of uij as “permanent”.

end for

If all children of v are heavy, declare {v} by itself as a “permanent” component.
end if

branching edges or branching nodes in cases of nodes with at least two heavy nodes. Each

properly-sized component is charged at most once and each branching edge can be charged

at most three times (from left or right adjacent intervals and from the component below),

and each branching node is charged at most once. The number of properly-sized components

is O (n/L) and the number of branching edges/nodes is O (n/L) by lemma 3.2. Therefore,

the number of undersized components is O (n/L) and thus the total number of components

is Θ (n/L).
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3.4 Ordinal trees

In this section, we outline our succinct representation for ordinal trees. The representa-

tion is analogous to that of Munro et al. [52] and of Geary et al. [25] in that it is

a two-level recursive decomposition of a given tree. In the first level of recursion, the

tree with n nodes is first decomposed into subtrees using value L =
⌈

lg2 n
⌉

, and sub-

sequently these subtrees are, in turn, decomposed into yet smaller subtrees using value

L =
⌈

lg n
4

⌉

to obtain the subtrees on the second level of recursion. Using the terminology of

Geary et al. [25], we refer to as the subtrees on the first level by mini-trees and the second

level by micro-trees.

Micro-trees which have size less than
⌈

lg n
2

⌉

are small enough to be represented by a look-

up table. The representation of a micro-tree with k <
⌈

lg n
2

⌉

nodes consists of two fields: the

first field simply is the size of the micro-tree (O (log k) = O (lg lg n) bits) and the second

field is an index to the look-up table (2k bits). These indices sum up to 2n bits over all

micro trees and are the dominant term in our representation; other auxiliary data amounts

to o (n) bits.

The table stores encodings of all trees with sizes up to
⌈

lg n
2

⌉

along with answers to variety

of types of queries for each of those trees. One can use any space-efficient encoding of trees

for this purpose (enumeration code, balanced parenthesis, etc.). The auxiliary data we keep

together with each tree helps us answer queries and will be described when we show how to

perform queries. The size of the auxiliary data for each tree will be poly-logarithmic in n

and thus the size of the entire table is o (n).

Mini-trees consist of micro-trees and links between them. Links between different micro-

trees can be either in form of a common root node or an edge from a non-root node from

a micro-tree to the root of another micro-tree. We represent these edges by introducing a

dummy node on them; if there is an edge from a non-root node v of a micro-tree M1 to the

root node r of another micro-tree M2, we introduce dummy node d and subdivide the edge vr

into edges vd and dr. Edge vd becomes part of the micro-tree M1 and therefore is accounted

for by the micro-tree representation. We refer to edges with a dummy parent such as dr as

dummy edges. We keep an explicit pointer to represent edge dr. Due to the manner in which

the tree is decomposed, there is at most one such edge leaving a non-root node in a micro-tree

(theorem 3.1), therefore the number of these edges is O (log n) in any mini-tree. Hence, the
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ui1 ui2 uip

v

Figure 3.3: A micro-tree root v with its children in different micro-trees. ui1 , ui2, . . . , uip are
indexed in a fully indexable dictionary (FID).

dummy nodes contribute O
(

log2 n/ log n
)

= O (log n) nodes to a mini-tree which amounts

to a lower order term. Moreover, we can afford to keep explicit pointers (of size O (log log n))

to represent dummy edges as they contribute O
(

log log n log2 n/ log n
)

= O (log n log log n)

bits per mini-tree.

To represent the common roots among micro-trees, we use the fully indexable dictionary

(FID) of lemma 2.1 which essentially indexes and represents a subset of a universe. Given a

root node v with children u1, . . . , uk in p different micro-trees, if i1, . . . , ip are the indices of

children that belong to a different micro-tree than their immediate left siblings (as depicted

in figure 3.3), we form set I = {i1, i2, . . . , ip} over the universe of [k]. We represent this

set as a FID and thus we can navigate on children of v. The required space for this FID

is lg
(

k
p

)

+ O (k log log k/ log k) bits by lemma 2.1. We argue this only adds up to a lower

order term. To account for the first additive term, it suffices to observe lg
(

k
p

)

< p lg k =

O (p log log n). Therefore, we can charge log log n to every micro-tree involved for the space.

Considering the summation of the second additive terms over all root nodes, one can verify

that since there are O (log n) micro-trees and therefore root nodes and by concavity of

function f(x) = x lg lg x/ lg x, the sum is O (n log log log n/ log log n) = o (n).

The tree consists of mini-trees and links between them. The tree over mini-trees is rep-

resented analogously to the manner a mini-tree is represented over micro-trees: i.e., explicit

pointers for edges coming out of mini-trees from non-root nodes and a FID to represent
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Operations Definition

child(v,i), child rank(v) ith child of node v, Number of left siblings of node v

degree(v), subtree size(v) Number of children of v, Number of descendants of v

depth(v), height(v) The depth/height of node v

leftmost(rightmost) leaf(v), leaf size(v) v’s leftmost/rightmost descendant leaf , number of descendant leaves

leaf rank(v), leaf select(v) number of leaves before v in preorder, ith leaf of the tree in preorder

node rankpre(i), node selectpre(v) position of v in preorder, ith node in pre order

node rankpost(i), node selectpost(v) position of v in post order, ith node in post order

level anc(v, i), LCA(x, y), distance(x, y) ancestor of v at level i, lowest common ancestor and distance of x, y

level left/rightmost(i), level succ/pred(v) left/right most node at level i, successor or predecessor of v on its level

Table 3.2: Comprehensive list of operations on an ordinal tree suggested by [38].

edges out of a common mini-tree root. The space analysis is the same and shows that the

auxiliary data amounts to o (n).

3.4.1 Operations

In this section we show that various operations on ordinal trees can be implemented in a

straightforward and, more importantly, a uniform manner using our representation. Table 3.2

defines a comprehensive list of operations suggested by He et al. [38] for ordinal trees.

Most operations become much easier to support compared to implementations of Geary et al.

[25], and He et al. [38]. Generally, the technique is as follows: We store some relevant data

in the look-up table. Within a mini-tree, we keep the necessary information at the roots of

the micro-trees to answer the query in the mini-tree. Finally, we keep the answers to the

queries at the roots of the mini-trees. Using these three categories of data and using the fact

that there is at most one edge going out of a non-root node in a mini/micro-tree, we can

answer various types of queries easily. We explain exactly how the mentioned operations can

be supported in constant time with our representation.

Dummy ancestor within mini-tree: This operation is to check whether an arbitrary

given node v in a mini-tree is an ancestor of the dummy node d belonging to the same

mini-tree. This operation is a special case of a general ancestor checking operation where we

determine, given two arbitrary nodes i, j, if i is an ancestor of j. Ancestor operation is itself
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a special case of lowest common ancestor operation. Hence, dummy-ancestor is not listed as

an operation in table 3.2. However, since other operations rely heavily on this operation and

there is a more straightforward way to support this operation, we give an implementation of

this operation in constant time.

Given a node v within a mini-tree, we must answer whether v is an ancestor of the

dummy node d of the mini-tree. If v and d belong to the same micro-tree then one can

use the look-up table to retrieve the answer in constant time. Otherwise, we retrieve the

dummy node d1 of the micro-tree of v (if exists), and check whether d1 is an ancestor of d.

In order to perform the last step, we explicitly store whether each micro-tree dummy node

is an ancestor of the dummy node of the encapsulating mini-tree. The stored information

requires only O (log n) bits per mini-tree and therefore contributes to o(n) to the storage

requirement of the entire representation.

Child and child rank: To determine the ith child of v, we narrow down to a particular

mini-tree and then a micro-tree. In order to narrow down to a mini-tree, if v is a mini-tree

root, we use the FID to find the mini-tree the ith child of v belongs to, otherwise if v is not

a mini-tree root, the child is in the same mini-tree as v (it could be a dummy node). If

the child is a dummy node, we follow the stored explicit pointer to the root of the following

micro-tree. Analogously, once we know the mini-tree, we narrow down to a micro-tree. In a

micro-tree we use the look-up table to find the child and report it.

To compute child rank, which is the number of left siblings of a node v, we find the parent

p of v first. If p is a mini-tree and/or micro-tree root, then we use the corresponding FIDs

to compute the child rank of v, otherwise we use the look-up table to do this.

Degree and subtree size: If the given node v is not a micro-tree root then we use the

look-up table to find the degree. Otherwise, if it is a micro-tree and/or mini-tree root we

use the relevant FIDs to compute the degree.

To compute the subtree size for node v, we explicitly store the subtree size at mini-tree

roots and we store the subtree size at micro-tree roots within mini-trees, and the look-up

table contains the subtree size within a micro-tree for each node of the micro-tree.

If v is a mini-tree root then the value is explicitly stored. Otherwise, if v is a micro-tree

root, we have the subtree size stored within the mini-tree; we add to this value if v is an
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ancestor of other mini-trees. We determine if v is an ancestor of the dummy node of the

mini-tree (using the support for the dummy ancestor operation) and if so we add the subtree

size value of the mini-tree root that the dummy node goes to. If v is not a micro-tree root

then we determine the subtree size within the micro-tree from the look-up table to get the

first value. We then determine if v is an ancestor of the micro-tree’s dummy node. Now

we go to the root of the descendant micro-tree and compute the subtree size as mentioned

previously to which we add the former value.

This procedure is depicted in figure 3.4. In this figure to compute the subtree size of node

v, we first look-up the subtree size of v in the containing micro-tree µ1 (the subtree size is

6). We next determine if v is an ancestor of the dummy d of micro-tree µ1 via the look-up

table. Node v is an ancestor of d in this example. Therefore, we read the subtree size of

the micro-tree root r with respect to mini-tree m1 (this value is 16). We use the dummy

ancestor within mini-tree operation (discussed previously) to determine whether v is also an

ancestor of dummy node of their mini-trees d′. In the example, v is indeed an ancestor of d′,

therefore we go to the descendant mini-tree m2 and to its root r′. We have explicitly stored

the subtree size of r′ with respect to the entire tree (value 15 in this example as there are no

mini-tree descendent of m2). The subtree size of v is the sum of the values 6, 16, 15 which is

37.

Depth and height We first show we can determine the depth and height of a node with

respect to the mini-tree it belongs to. Given a node v, if it is a micro-tree root, then its

depth and height within the encapsulating mini-tree are explicitly stored. If v is not a

micro-tree root, the depth and height within the micro-tree are determined by querying the

look-up table. The height and depth of the root of the micro-tree and the dummy node

(corresponding to the exit edge from the micro-tree, if it exists) are explicitly stored. We

can adjust the height and depth of v within the micro-tree to height and depth of v within

the encapsulating mini-tree using these values. In the process of adjusting the depth, we

need to determine whether v is an ancestor of the dummy node which is performed as a

dummy ancestor operation as discussed previously.

Given the depth and height with respect to the encapsulating mini-tree, and the depth

and height of the root of the mini-tree and its dummy node with respect to the entire tree,

we adjust the depth and height of node v in a similar manner to obtain depth and height
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Figure 3.4: Implementation of operation subtree size. To obtain the subtree size for node v
the subtree size of v in microtree µ1 is read from the look-up table. The subtree size of r
within mini-tree m1 is added to the value and finally the subtree size of r′ within the entire
value is also added.
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with respect to the entire tree.

Leftmost/rightmost leaf, leaf size Determining leftmost/right leaves is done by storing

pointers in mini-trees and micro-trees that point to the mini-tree and micro-tree respectively

which contain the leftmost/rightmost leaves. To compute leaf size, we store the number

of leaves in the look-up table and with the root of each micro-tree, we store number of

descendant leaves in the mini-tree and with the root of the mini-tree we store the total

number of descendant leaves in the entire tree. Computation of leaf size is analogous to

computation of subtree size described previously.

Leaf rank/select To compute the number of leaves that appear before a particular node

v in preorder, we store the number of leaves before the roots of mini-trees in the mini-tree

and similarly, within a mini-tree, we keep the number of leaves before a micro-tree roots in

the micro-trees and keep leaf ranks for micro-trees in the look-up table. The computation

of leaf rank is straightforward with this data. Computation of leaf select is performed as in

He et al. [38] which is by way of a two level FID over the universe of leafs for mini-trees and

micro-trees.

Node rank/select in pre/post order We store preorder and postorder rank and select

data in the look-up table. Within each mini-tree we store a FID which stores the pre/post

order rankings of the roots of the micro-tree within the mini-tree. Similarly, we store a FID

on the entire tree which stores the rankings of the roots of the mini-trees. Using these two

FIDs and the look-up table, and the fact that each micro/mini-tree has at most one edge

from a non-root node going to another micro/mini-tree, it is easy to see we can perform node

rank and select in pre or post order.

Least common ancestor, level ancestor, and distance There are no further simpli-

fications for these operations in our approach and these operations can be supported as in

Geary et al. [25], and He et al. [38].

Level left/right most, level successor/predecessor The support for these operations

are independent of the decomposition method and can be performed as in He et al. [38].

Hence, we have proved the following:
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Theorem 3.3. The uniform approach can be used to encode an ordinal tree with n nodes

in 2n+o(n) bits such that all operations listed in table 3.2 are supported in constant time.

3.5 Cardinal trees

In this section, we show the uniform approach can be applied to represent cardinal (k-ary)

trees. This representation is the first succinct structure that supports in constant time,

cardinal-type queries such as “find the child labeled j” as well as all ordinal-type queries

such as subtree size, degree, or the i th child.

The number of k-ary trees with n nodes is C(n, k) = 1
kn+1

(

kn+1
n

)

[32] which suggests that

a space-optimal representation requires lg C(n, k) = (k lg k − (k − 1) lg(k − 1))n−O(lg(kn))

bits. We assume a word-RAM model with word size w = max {lg n, lg k}.
The representation is a two-level recursive decomposition of the tree analogous to the

representation for ordinal trees in section 3.4. We decompose the tree with value L = lg2 w

into mini-trees and then recursively decompose each mini-tree into micro-trees with value

L = max
{

lg w
4 lg k

, 1
}

. Without loss of generality, we assume n ≥ k and thus w = lg n. All

the arguments go through analogously where k > n which causes w = lg k and mini-trees

with L = lg2 k and micro-trees with L = 1. Hence, we assume L = lg2 n for mini-trees and

L = max
{

lg n
4 lg k

, 1
}

for micro-trees.

The representation only differs from that of ordinal trees in how we form the look-up table

and represent the roots of mini/micro-trees. We distinguish nodes that are roots of a micro

or a mini tree and represent them separately. The representation we use is the indexable

dictionary (ID) of lemma 2.2. We use the ID to represent the set of present children at a

node over the universe of k-slots (U = {1, 2, . . . , k}). In contrast to ordinal trees, in a root of

a micro-tree, we do not confine ourselves to the framework of the containing mini-tree and

use the ID on all edges of the root. We note that all ordinal-tree structures are included in

our representation such as the FID on roots of micro-trees built over the universe of present

edges (confined to the containing mini-tree). The ID and FID structures together will help

us do the cardinal-type queries as well as ordinal-type queries on a root node.

The look-up table contains all possible micro-trees. Since we keep root nodes’ information

separately, the trees in the look-up table does not contain the k-ary information in regards

to the root nodes. In other words, the trees in the look-up table are such that all nodes are
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k-ary except for the root node whose children are only ordered. We refer to such trees as

root-relaxed cardinal trees. We enumerate all root-relaxed tree of size less than lg n
4 lg k

and list

them in the lookup table. There is clearly less root-relaxed cardinal trees with n nodes that

cardinal trees with n nodes, and hence the table has space o (n).

The rest of the representation is the same as the ordinal representation; for instance,

dummy nodes and edges are introduced and represented in the same manner. Now we argue

that the representation is space optimal to within lower order terms.

Space optimality: All auxiliary data pertinent to the ordinal tree prove to sum to o (n lg k)

bits analogously to the space analysis in section 3.4. Thus, we only have to account for the

new structures we have introduced: IDs on the root nodes and the sum of indices to the

look-up table. An ID on a root node v with dv children requires lg
(

k
dv

)

+o (dv)+O (log log k)

by lemma 2.2. It is easy to verify that the second and third terms add up to o (n lg k) over

the entire tree and thus contribute only to lower order terms. Hence, the contribution of IDs

to the space over the entire tree is
∑

v: root lg
(

k
dv

)

.

The space required to represent a micro-tree is the size of the index to the look-up table.

Consider a root-relaxed tree T with root r and root children r1, . . . , rd. We define Ti as the

subtree rooted at child ri and refer to its size as ni = |Ti|. We use enumeration to encode

root-relaxed trees and thus we obtain the shortest code. One (possibly inefficient) way to

represent T is to encode the vector (d, n1, T1, n2, T2, . . . , nd, Td). Numbers ni can be encoded

in lg ni + O (log log ni) bits and Ti can be encoded by enumeration in ⌈lg C(ni, k)⌉ bits. We

show even by using this coding we achieve the optimal space to within lower order terms.

Since
∑d

i=1 ni = |T | and f(x) = log log x is concave, the sum of O (log log ni) is o (|T | log k)

and therefore is o (n log k) when summed over the entire tree. The remaining terms sum as

follows:

d
∑

i=1

(lg ni + lg C(ni, k)) = lg

d
∏

i=1

niC(ni, k) = lg

d
∏

i=1

(

kni

ni − 1

)

≤ lg

(

k(|T | − 1)

|T | − 1− dv

)

Over all micro-trees these terms together with space for IDs, which is lg
(

k
dv

)

for each root
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v, sum up to:

∑

Ti

(

lg

(

k(|Ti| − 1)

|Ti| − 1− droot

)

+ lg

(

k

droot

))

= lg

(

∏

Ti

(

k(|Ti| − 1)

|Ti| − 1− droot

)(

k

droot

)

)

≤ lg

(

kn

n

)

= lg (nC(n, k)) .

Thus, the space requirement of our representation matches the lower bound within lower

order terms: lg C(n, k) + o (n log k).

Operations in constant time: We can support all ordinal-type operations listed in ta-

ble 3.2 in the same fashion as for ordinal trees in section 3.4. This is since we carry forward

all auxiliary structures from ordinal trees to answer such queries.

It only remains to explain how to answer cardinal-type queries. At a non-root node, we

use the look-up table to answer them and at root nodes we use the ID together with the

FID(s) to perform the query. We explain how to determine the child labeled i of a node v.

If v is not a micro-tree root, then the answer to the query is looked-up from the table. If v is

a root node, then we use its ID to see if there is a child at that label. If it exists, we perform

rank(i) on the ID to know how many siblings to the left there are. Then we can use select

on the FID to actually determine the mini-tree and then the micro-tree and finally the child

labeled i.

Theorem 3.4. The uniform approach can be used to encode a cardinal (k-ary) tree with n

nodes in lg C(n, k) + o (n log k) bits such that all ordinal-type operations listed in table 3.2

as well as cardinal-type operation of determining the child of a node with a given label are

supported in constant time.

3.6 Free trees

Free trees are unrooted and unordered trees. However, since distinguishing a node as the

root requires only O (log n) bits, we consider free trees as rooted but unordered (i.e., there is

no particular order among children of nodes) and give succinct encoding for them. However,
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all results apply to unrooted free trees as only O (log n) bits suffice to indicate a node as the

root.

We are interested in succinct encodings of such trees allowing navigation in the tree in

constant time. A free binary tree is a free tree such that nodes have at most two children, or

alternatively a binary tree in which ignore the distinction between left and right branches.

To show the power of the uniform approach we explain how these families of trees can be

encoded succinctly.

Lower bounds. The lower bounds for binary and general free trees come directly from

counting by information theory. Define FB(n) and F (n) as the number of free binary trees,

and general free trees with n nodes, respectively.

There is no known explicit closed form formula for FB(n) or F (n). Nevertheless, asymp-

totic behavior of either series is well-studied [37, 55, 16, 64].

The sequence (FB(n)), n = 1, 2, . . . is known as Etherington-Wedderburn sequence [16,

64] and is known to have the following asymptotic behavior: limn→∞ FB(n) = αβnn−3/2,

where α = 0.79160 · · · and β = 2.48325 · · · . This implies that lg FB(n) = (1.3122 · · · )n +

o (n). Otter [55] proved the following asymptotic formula for F (n): limn→∞ F (n) = γδnn−3/2,

where γ = 0.43985 · · · and δ = 2.95666 · · · . This implies that lg F (n) = (1.5639 · · · )n+o (n).

Theorem 3.5. The information-theoretic lower bound on the number of bits required to

represent free binary trees and free general trees with n nodes is (1.3122 · · · )n + o (n) and

(1.5639 · · · )n + o (n) respectively.

This implies that free trees can be represented more space-efficiently than ordinal trees

which require 2n + o (n) bits.

Upper bounds. The representation differs from that of ordinal trees in section 3.4 in the

look-up table. In the case of free binary trees, all free binary trees of size up to 1
4
lg n are

enumerated modulo isomorphisms and listed in the look-up table in increasing order of their

sizes. To represent a micro-tree we use a pair (k, i) index to the table. k is the size of the

micro-tree and i is the index to the look-up table which is an offset from the start location

of trees with size k. All auxiliary data are carried forward from ordinal trees as they only

take o (n) space. As in section 3.4, one can easily argue that the total bits required by the
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first fields of pairs (k) is also o (n). Therefore, the dominant field is the sum of the bits of

the second fields of pairs (i). Theorem 3.5 suggest that the size of this field for a tree of size

t is (1.3122 . . .)t+ o (t) bits. The second term o (t) term adds up to o (n) over the entire tree.

The first term is the dominant term which adds up to (1.3122 . . .)n + o (n) over the entire

tree when n is the number of nodes.

The (1.5639 · · · )n+o (n) bit representation for free general trees is analogous; the look-up

table lists free general trees as opposed to free binary trees:

Theorem 3.6. The succinct representation for free binary trees and free general trees with

n nodes requires (1.3122 · · · )n+ o (n) and (1.5639 · · · )n+ o (n) bits respectively and supports

all navigational operations listed in table 3.2 in constant time.

3.7 Entropy-based succinct encodings

Thus far in this chapter, we assumed a uniform distribution among trees belonging to a

certain family of trees. However, there might be many applications so that some trees

are biased against other trees within the tree family, and therefore the distribution is non-

uniform. Thus, entropy-based succinct encodings are necessary. Jansson et al. [41] were the

first to give entropy-based succinct encodings for the degree-distribution entropy. In this

section, we show how our method can be used to match the degree-distribution entropy as

well as a variety of other entropy measures.

3.7.1 Succinct encoding based on degree-distribution entropy

The degree-distribution of an ordinal tree with n nodes is a series of numbers (n0, n1, . . .)

such that the tree has ni nodes that have exactly i children (
∑

i ni = n and
∑

i i ni = n−1).

Rote [61] showed that the number of trees with a given degree-distribution is 1
n

(

n
n0,...,nn−1

)

,

the logarithm based two of which is L(T ) =
∑

i ni lg
n
ni

to within lower order terms. L(T ) is

therefore a lower bound on the required number of bits to represent such trees succinctly.

Jansson et al. [41] gave a representation that requires L(T ) + O (n(log log n)2/ log n)

number of bits and supports a variety of operations in constant time. Using our approach we

obtain another space-optimal succinct representation with L(T )+O (n log log log n/ log log n)

number of bits supporting all operations in table 3.2 in constant time.
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Jansson et al. [41] did not assume that the degree-distribution is explicitly given. We

first show that we can make explicit the assumption that the degree-distribution is given

as it takes negligible space to encode the sequence. Thus we can augment the succinct

representation with it.

Lemma 3.7. The degree-distribution of a tree with n nodes can be encoded in O (
√

n log n)

bits.

Proof. There can be at most Θ (
√

n) distinct values of ni larger than zero, since otherwise, the

sum
∑

i ini would exceed n. We form a bit vector of size n which has raised bits at position

i where ni > 0. We encode this bit vector using the indexable dictionary representation of

lemma 2.2. This requires O (
√

n lg n) bits as there are at most
√

n non-zero bits. Now, we

use ⌈lg n⌉ bits to represent non-zero values of the sequence which together use O (
√

n lg n)

bits.

Our succinct representation sensitive to degree-distribution entropy is the same as that

of the ordinal trees with the difference in the look-up table. The look-up table contains all

trees with less than 1
4
lg n as in ordinal trees; However, the trees are ordered based on their

degree-distribution sequence in the lexicographical order and listed in the table accordingly.

In order to encode a micro-tree T , we use an index to the table. The index to the table is a

pair (N , k) where N is the degree-distribution encoding of the tree and k is an offset in the

table from where the trees with degree-distribution N start to the actual position of tree T

we reference to.

By lemma 3.7, the total number of bits required by the first fields of indices (i.e., N ) is

O
(

n log log n/
√

lg n
)

and thus negligible. The second field k is the dominant term. The size

of this field for a micro-tree Tt, by a counting argument, is at most

⌈L(Tt)⌉ =

⌈

lg

(

1

|Tt|

( |Tt|
nt,0 . . . nt,|Tt|

))⌉

,

where nt,i is the number of nodes with i children in tree Tt. Hence, the sum of the length of

the second fields over all micro-trees T1, . . . , Tm is the dominant term in the space requirement

of our method and can be calculated as follows:
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m
∑

t=1

L(Ti) =

m
∑

t=1

∑

i≥0

lg

(

1

|Tt|

( |Tt|
nt,0 . . . nt,|Tt|

))

= lg
∏

t,i

1

|Tt|

( |Tt|
nt,0 . . . nt,|Tt|

)

≤ lg
∏

t,i

( |Tt|
nt,0 . . . nt,|Tt|

)

≤ lg
∏

t,i

|Tt|
( |Tt| − 1

ñt,0 . . . ñt,|Tt|

)

,

where ñt,i is the number of non-root nodes with i children in Tt. Analogously, we define ñi be

the number of non-root nodes in the entire tree with i children. Using a simple combinatorial

counting argument, we infer:

m
∑

t=1

L(Ti) ≤
∑

t

lg |Tt|+ lg

(

n−m

ñ0, . . . , ñn−1

)

≤
∑

t

O (log log n) + lg

(

n

n0, . . . , nn−1

)

= L(T ) + O

(

n log log n

log n

)

.

Hence, the representation has the optimal space to within lower order terms and clearly

we can perform all operations listed in table 3.2 in constant time as in an ordinal tree.

3.7.2 Other entropy measures

Similar to the manner in which we represented trees adaptive to their degree-distribution

entropy, we can use the approach to obtain succinct representations adaptive to various other

combinatorial properties and entropy measures. For instance, consider the family of ordinal

trees such that internal nodes have at least two children. The number of such trees with

n nodes is known as Riordan number [9]. The logarithm based two of Riordan numbers is

asymptotically lg(3)n+o (n) ≈ 1.58n+o (n). One can use our approach to encode this family
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of trees. Similarly, The family of ordinal trees with a fixed constant upper bound d on the

number children of a node can be represented in the same manner. More generally, where

there is a probability distribution for the number of children of a node, our representation

can match the entropy bound. In all these representations, the only change necessary is the

look-up table which for these trees contains an enumerated list of such trees.

Another interesting family of trees is AVL trees which consists of binary trees such that

the height of left and right subtrees differ by at most one. Odlyzko [54] showed that if an

is the number of AVL trees with n nodes, lg an ≈ (0.9381 · · · )n + o (n), our representation

matches this entropy bound and thus can represent AVL trees in optimal number of bits

within lower order terms. One can argue that, since the tree is an AVL tree, most nodes

belong to a leaf micro-tree. We call a micro-tree as a leaf micro-tree if no non-root node has

a child outside of the micro-tree. One can easily see than the number of nodes not belonging

to a leaf micro-tree is O (n/ log n). All leaf micro-trees are AVL trees and therefore the

table look-up contains only AVL trees. Therefore, their representation size matches their

entropy. Micro-trees which are not leaves are not necessarily AVL trees but as we argued,

their collective size is O (n/ log n) and therefore, we can afford to encode them using merely

an ordinal tree representation (and not entropy-based).

3.8 Summary and discussion

In this section, we proposed a uniform approach towards succinct representation of trees. We

showed that all families of trees with an existing succinct representation can be represented

using our framework. Our representation improves on the existing ones on cardinal trees

as we are able to answer ordinal-type queries such as subtree size as well as cardinal-type

queries. We consider a new family of trees for succinct encoding: free trees. We demonstrated

how easily our approach can represent these trees succinctly

We argued that our approach can represent trees succinctly adaptive to the degree-

distribution entropy. We discussed that a variety of other entropy measures can be dealt

with similarly.



Chapter 4

Universal representations of ordinal

trees

4.1 Introduction and motivation

In chapter 3, we presented a new approach towards succinct encodings of trees which encom-

passes a wide range of families of trees. In this chapter, we focus on the family of ordinal

trees. The uniform approach of chapter 3 gives a succinct representation for this family of

trees that supports a comprehensive list of queries and operations on the trees in constant

time. The list of supported operations includes almost all operations supported by all other

existing succinct encodings (see table 3.2).

There is no guarantee, however, that any operation defined and desired in the future will

be supported by the representation in constant time. The list of supported operations in

each representation is dynamic and expands; for instance, the list of supported operations on

the balanced parenthesis representation was recently expanded substantially [45]. There are

operations which can be implemented in constant time in one of the other representations

but not implementable (as yet) in the uniform approach of chapter 3 (e.g., DFUDS node

rank/select which is rank and select operations on nodes in the order which DFUDS traverses

the tree). The set of such operations can increase as new operations different from the existing

operations arise. Therefore, it is desirable to have an umbrella succinct representation of

ordinal trees which unifies the power of all existing succinct representations.

35
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The existing representation approaches are the balanced parenthesis (BP), the depth first

unary degree sequence (DFUDS), the tree covering (TC) representations, and the level order

unary degree sequence (LOUDS). The LOUDS representation is different in nature from all

the other representations and, furthermore, has very limited power in supporting operations.

Therefore, in this chapter we focus on the other three representations. By the tree covering

representation, we mean the uniform approach of chapter 3 as the original tree covering

representations leave a degree of freedom in decomposition of trees into mini and micro

trees and the uniform approach of chapter 3 adopts a more careful approach in decomposing

the tree into mini-tree and micro-tree components. As a result, any operation supported

in constant time in a general tree covering representation can naturally be supported in

constant time in the uniform representation. Hence, in the rest of this chapter, we refer to

the uniform approach of chapter 3 by the tree covering (TC) approach.

In this chapter, we give a succinct representation for ordinal trees that encapsulates all

other representations. Namely, we give a representation for an ordinal tree which can be used

as a black box to simulate any of the BP, DFUDS, or the TC representations in constant

time. This automatically means that the new representation supports, in constant time, the

union of all the operations the other representations support in constant time.

4.2 Succinct ordinal trees representations

As noted, there are four approaches that have been used for succinct representation of an

ordinal tree: the level order unary degree sequence (LOUDS), the balanced parenthesis (BP),

the depth first unary degree sequence (DFUDS), and the tree covering (TC) representations.

In this section, we give an overview of these representations. Figure 4.1 illustrates an ordinal

tree together with the LOUDS, BP, and the DFUDS sequences. Table 4.1 compares the query

support power of these approaches (LOUDS representations are very limited in supporting

queries and support none of the queries listed in the table in constant time.)

4.2.1 Level order unary degree sequence (LOUDS)

Jacobson’s succinct tree representation [40] was based on the level order unary degree se-

quence of a tree, which lists the nodes in a level-order traversal. The ordering puts the root
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Query BP [49, 50, 12, 53, 45] DFUDS [8, 41] TC [25, 38],Chap. 3

pre-order node rank/select X X X

post-order node rank/select X X

DFUDS node rank/select X

degree X X X

child rank/select X X X

height X X

depth X X X

subtree size X X X

lowest common ancestor X X X

distance X X X

level ancestor X X X

leaf rank/select and size X X X

leaf leftmost and rightmost X X X

level pred. and succ. X X

level leftmost and rightmost X

Table 4.1: Main approaches in succinct representations of ordinal trees and the queries they
support in constant time: balanced parentheses (BP), depth first unary degree sequence
(DFUDS), and tree covering (TC).

first, then all of its children, from left to right, followed by all the nodes at each subsequent

level (depth) of the tree and encodes their degrees in unary (i.e., a sequence of 1’s termi-

nated by a 0). With this, Jacobson [40] encoded an ordinal tree in 2n + o(n) bits to support

the selection of the first child, the next sibling, and the parent of a given node in O(lg n)

time under the bit probe model. Clark and Munro [14] further showed how to support the

above operations in O(1) time under the word RAM model with Θ(lg n) word size. As the

original work on the LOUDS ordering supports only a very limited set of operations, various

researchers have proposed other ways to represent ordinal trees using 2n + o(n) bits.

4.2.2 Balanced parenthesis (BP)

Munro and Raman [49, 50] proposed another succinct representation of trees based on the

balanced parenthesis sequence of an ordinal tree. The BP sequence of a given tree can

be obtained by performing a depth-first traversal, and outputting an opening parenthesis

each time a node is visited, and a closing parenthesis immediately after all its descendants
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b

d e f

i j

c

g h

LOUDS sequence: 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.
a b c d e f g h

LOUDS: 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

BP sequence: ( ( ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ).
a b d d e i i j j e f f b c g g h h c a

BP ( ( ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) ) )

DFUDS sequence: ( ( ) ( ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ) ) ( ( ) ) ).
a b d e i j f c g h

DFUDS: ( ( ) ( ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ) ) ( ( ) ) )

Figure 4.1: An ordinal tree and the corresponding LOUDS, BP, and DFUDS sequences.

are visited (see figure 4.1). Opening and closing parentheses are replaced with 0’s and 1’s

respectively to obtain the BP sequence bits. They presented a succinct representation of

an ordinal tree of n nodes in 2n + o(n) bits based on the BP sequence, which supports a

limited number of navigational operations and queries in constant time. Chiang et al. [12],

Munro and Rao [53] , and Lu and Yeh [45] improved the BP representations by incrementally

expanding the set of queries supported in constant time.

4.2.3 Depth first unary degree sequence (DFUDS)

The DFUDS sequence represents a node of degree d by d opening parentheses followed by

a closing parenthesis. All the nodes are listed in preorder (an extra opening parenthesis is

added to the beginning of the sequence) (see figure 4.1). Opening and closing parentheses are
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replaced with 0’s and 1’s respectively to obtain the DFUDS sequence bits. Benoitet al. [8]

presented the first succinct tree representation based on DFUDS: the representation requires

2n + o(n) bits and supports a limited number of operations in constant time in constant

time. Jansson [41] extended this representation using o(n) additional bits by providing

constant-time support for some additional queries.

4.2.4 Tree covering (TC)

Another approach to represent static ordinal trees is based on a tree covering algorithm.

Geary et al. [25] proposed an algorithm to decompose an ordinal tree to a set of mini-trees,

each of which is further decomposed into a set of micro-trees. Their representation occupies

2n+o(n) bits, and supports a limited set of queries in constant time. He et al. [38] extended

the set of queries supported in constant time. Both of these schemes leave a large degree of

freedom with the decomposition algorithm to decompose the tree into mini-trees and further

to micro-trees. In chapter 3, we proposed a tree decomposition algorithm and described

how this decomposition algorithm results in a simple and straightforward representation

for ordinal trees. We can replace any decomposition algorithm in representations of the TA

approach with our decomposition scheme of section 3.3. Hence, our uniform representation of

chapter 3 can be viewed as one realization of the existing tree covering approaches. Therefore,

in the rest of this chapter, we refer to our representation as the TC representation.

4.3 The unified tree representation

In this section, we present the new representation that unifies the three approaches of BP,

DFUDS and TC. All these representations consist roughly of two parts: one part which

claims the dominant term of the space encodes the tree (i.e., 2n bits for a tree with n nodes)

and the other part is of size a lower order terms of the first part (i.e., o(n) bits) and stores

all additional information to perform navigation and various operations.

In BP and DFUDS representations, the first part is the bit vector corresponding to

the sequence of open and closed parentheses, and the second part is all other auxiliary

information which is mostly maintained to perform operations in constant time (particularly

rank and select). In tree covering representations the first part consists of encodings of
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all micro-trees, and the second part is all pointers and auxiliary information we maintain to

perform queries in constant time.

In the new unified representation, we can afford to replicate the second part of each

approach as they contribute only to lower order terms. The challenge is to replicate the

first parts without increasing the highest order term (2n bits for a tree with n nodes). We

will show this by giving a representation and demonstrating how each word of the BP and

DFUDS representations and also each micro-tree encoding in the TC representation can be

produced in constant time. By doing this, we have proved that the new representation can

be used as a blackbox to emulate BP, DFUDS, and TC representations at once.

Hence, we define the following three operations and show that the new unified represen-

tation can perform them in constant time:

Definition 4.1. Operation BP-word(k) returns the k-th lg n bits of the BP representation.

Operation DFUDS-word(k) returns the k-th lg n bits of the DFUDS representation. Operation

TC-microtree(m,µ) returns the encoding of the µ-th micro-tree in the m-th mini-tree.

The representation is based on a one-level decomposition approach. We use the decom-

position algorithm in section 3.3 for value L =
⌈

lg2 n
⌉

to decompose the tree into mini-trees.

However, unlike section 3.4, there is no further decomposition into micro-trees. The repre-

sentation of a mini-tree is more complicated and is described in section 4.4. We first show

in section 4.3.1 that we can reduce the problem to within individual mini-trees.

4.3.1 Reduction to within mini-trees

In this section, we demonstrate that the problem of supporting previous representations (BP,

DFUDS, and TC) can be confined to mini-trees. In other words, if any BP or DFUDS word

and any micro-tree encoding corresponding to a mini-tree can be generated in constant time,

then any BP or DFUDS word and any micro-tree encoding corresponding to the entire tree

can be generated in constant time. The claim is obvious for the micro-tree encodings of the

TC representation as micro-tree encodings within a mini-tree are the same as for the entire

tree. We prove the claim for the BP and DFUDS representations in this section.

In both the BP and DFUDS representations of a given tree, each node corresponds to

two bits (one open and one closing parenthesis); in the BP representation, the first bit

corresponding to a node (an opening parenthesis) is placed where the node is first discovered
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in the pre-order traversal and the second bit corresponding to the node (a closing parenthesis)

is placed where the subtree of the node is fully discovered in the pre-order traversal. In

the DFUDS representation, nodes are traversed in the depth-first order and their degrees

represented in unary format: opening parentheses followed by a single closing parenthesis.

The first bit corresponding to a node is the corresponding open parenthesis in the unary

representation of the degree of the parent of the node. The second bit corresponding to a

node is the trailing closing parenthesis in the unary representation of its degree. The root

of the entire tree is an exception in that it misses the first bit; the exception is handled by

adding an extra opening parenthesis at the beginning of the representation.

Thus given any subset of the nodes, one can talk about the set of bits corresponding to

the set of nodes. We note that as mini-trees may share their roots, their corresponding set

of bits may share bits which represent their roots. We first argue that each mini-tree of any

tree corresponds to a set of O(1) consecutive subsequences from the BP/DFUDS sequence

of the tree.

Lemma 4.1. In the BP (or the DFUDS) sequence of a tree, the bits corresponding to a

mini-tree form a set of constant number of consecutive subsequences. Furthermore, these

subsequences concatenated with each other in order, form the BP (or the DFUDS) sequence

of the mini-tree.

Proof. The decomposition algorithm in section 3.3 guarantees by lemma 3.1 that each mini-

tree has the property that other than the mini-tree root, at most one node has a child outside

that mini-tree. Moreover, it is easy to observe that a mini-tree contains a consecutive subset

of children of its root.

The BP and DFUDS sequences are based on ordered depth first traversal of the tree. In

the BP sequence, bits corresponding to a mini-tree are spread over at most four consecutive

subsequences. The bits corresponding to the mini-tree root form two singleton blocks by

themselves and the bits corresponding to the non-root nodes of the mini-tree occur some-

where in between these two bits. There is at most one (exit) edge going out of the entire

non-root nodes of the mini-tree. As a result, the bits corresponding to non-root nodes form

at most two consecutive subsequences. Thus, the possible four blocks are as follows:

1. opening parenthesis corresponding to the mini-tree root,

2. closing parenthesis corresponding to the mini-tree root,
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3. the bits corresponding to nodes of the mini-tree that are visited on the first entrance

by the depth-first traversal until the traversal leaves the mini-tree on the singleton exit

edge, and

4. the bits corresponding to nodes of the mini-tree that are visited on the second entrance

of the traversal until it leaves the mini-tree through its root.

In the DFUDS sequence, bits corresponding to nodes of a mini-tree are spread over at

most six consecutive subsequences. Two bits corresponding to the mini-tree root potentially

form two such subsequences. Opening parentheses corresponding to the children of the mini-

tree root form the third consecutive subsequence. There is at most one edge (u, v) leaving

a non-root node u of the mini-tree to a node v outside the mini-tree; the DFUDS sequence

exits the mini-tree at most twice: once to represent the degree of u and the second time on

the actual representation of the subtree rooted at node v. These two points of exit define

three consecutive subsequences each of which is entirely within the mini-tree. Thus, the

possible six blocks are as follows:

1. opening parenthesis corresponding to the mini-tree root,

2. closing parenthesis corresponding to the mini-tree root,

3. opening parentheses corresponding to the children of the mini-tree root,

4. the bits corresponding to nodes of the mini-tree that are visited to the point where the

degree of u is encoded.

5. the bits corresponding to nodes of the mini-tree that are visited on the second visit

of the traversal in the mini-tree to the point where the traversal exits to encode the

subtree rooted at v.

6. the bits corresponding to nodes of the mini-tree that are visited on the third visit of

the traversal in the mini-tree to the point where the traversal exits the root of the

mini-tree forever.

Thus, the BP and the DFUDS sequences corresponding to a mini-tree are spread over four

and six consecutive subsequences respectively. As these consecutive subsequences occur in
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order, the BP and DFUDS sequences are formed by combining their respective subsequences

in order.

We are now ready to present the main result of this section, which shows that support

for BP-word(k) and DFUDS-word(k) operations in constant time within mini-trees implies

support for the same operations in constant time over the entire tree:

Theorem 4.2. If there is a structure which represents a mini-tree with m nodes (m =

O ((log n)2)) in 2m + o (m) bits and supports operations BP-word() and DFUDS-word() in

constant time, then the entire tree with n nodes can be represented in 2n + o (n) bits and

operations BP-word() and DFUDS-word() supported in constant time.

Proof. Lemma 4.1 guarantees that bits corresponding to a mini-tree are broken into O (1)

consecutive chunks. Since there are O (n/(log n)2) mini-trees, the entire BP/DFUDS se-

quence of length 2n is split into O (n/(log n)2) chunks. We store a fully indexable dictionary

(FID) as described in lemma 2.1 which stores the starting positions of chunks over the

universe of all positions in the BP/DFUDS sequence (i.e., {1, . . . , 2n}). As mentioned pre-

viously chunks can overlap, and in the event that two chunks share a starting position, one

is chosen arbitrary. Along with each chunk, we store a reference to the mini-tree it belongs

to, the length of the chunk, and finally the offset of the starting position of the chunk within

the bits associated with the mini-tree. Furthermore, for each chunk, we store the proceed-

ing lg n bits of the BP and DFUDS sequence to the chunk. The space requirement of the

FID is O
(

n log n
log2 n

+ n log log n
log n

)

, and the storage requirement of other auxiliary data stored is

O
(

n log n
log2(n)

)

. Hence, all the additional data kept contributes to o (n) bits overall.

In order to support BP/DFUDS-word(k), we need to output the bit sequence from position

k lg n to (k + 1) lg n in constant time. We use the FID to locate the chunk which contains

position k lg n. We use the reference stored to determine the mini-tree the chunk belongs to.

Given the offset of the starting position of the chunk in the mini-tree bit sequence, using the

BP/DFUDS-word operation within the mini-tree we can produce the next lg n bits in constant

time.

In the event that position (k + 1) lg n falls outside the chunk, we use the portion which

occurs inside the chunk and concatenate it with the explicitly stored lg n bits proceeding the

chunk, to produce the desired bit sequence.
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Theorem 4.2 shows that the problem of representing the entire tree succinctly to support

both BP-word and DFUDS-word in constant time reduces to the same problem confined to

within mini-trees. In the next section, we give a succinct representation for mini-trees which

can support these operations in constant time.

4.4 Supporting representations within a mini-tree

In this section, we confine our attention to within mini-trees. We give a new representation

scheme for mini-trees and argue how the scheme supports the previous representations in a

mini-tree.

We start by showing support for the BP and DFUDS representations. We present the new

representation for a mini-tree in section 4.4.1 and show how any word (of length Θ (log n)) of

the BP and DFUDS encodings can be produced in constant time. Section 4.4.2 demonstrates

how the new representation can support the tree covering representation by showing how

micro-trees can be produced in constant time.

4.4.1 Support for the BP and DFUDS encodings

Given a mini tree consisting of k = O(log2 n) nodes, we now describe how to represent it

using 2k+o(k) bits to produce any O(log n) bit subsequence of its BP and DFUDS sequences

in constant time.

Definition 4.2. We define a node in the mini tree as significant if its subtree size is larger

than lg n
16

. Note that all the significant nodes form a connected subtree as all the ancestors of

a significant node are also significant. We call this subtree the skeleton of the mini tree.

Since each leaf in the skeleton has at least lg n
16

nodes in its subtree (which are not part of the

skeleton), the number of leaves in the skeleton is O(n/ logn).

We start with the easy case where the skeleton is only a path and then focus on the

general case where the skeleton can be an arbitrary tree.

Skinny trees

We first consider the case when the skeleton is a path, and call such a tree skinny (e.g., see

figures 4.2(a),(b)). Let u be the leaf of the skeleton (which is a path) and let v be the last
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(rightmost) child of u in the tree. We denote the set of all immediate children of the nodes

of the skeleton whose preorder numbers are at most the preorder number v (including v)

by SD, and the set of all immediate children of the nodes of the skeleton whose preorder

numbers are more than the preorder number of v by SU . The new representation consists of

the following four components:

• Path down, PD: This consists of unary representations of the number of children of

each node of the skeleton in the set SD, in order from the root to leaf u (e.g., see

figure 4.2(c)).

• Path up, PU : This consists of the unary representations of the number of children of

each node of the skeleton in the set SU , from leaf u to root (e.g., see figure 4.2(d)).

• Trees on path down, TD: Let D1, D2, D3, . . . be all the subtrees rooted at the nodes of

SD, ordered by the preorder numbers of their roots. The bit sequence TD is obtained by

concatenating the BP representations of each of the trees Ti with the first bit (opening

parenthesis) removed (e.g., see figure 4.2(e)).

• Trees on path up, TU : Let U1, U2, U3, . . . be all the subtrees rooted at the nodes of SU ,

ordered by the preorder numbers of their roots. The bit sequence TU is obtained by

concatenating the BP representations of each of the trees Ti with the first bit (opening

parenthesis) removed (e.g., see figure 4.2(f)).

These four components are shown for an example tree in figure 4.3.

We first show how to reconstruct the original tree form these four components. This can

be done by first reconstructing the skeleton and all its immediate children using PD and

PU . Then we attach the subtrees to the immediate children of the skeleton using TD and

TU . The important thing to note is that the representations of subtrees in both TD and

TU are self-delimiting, as these are the BP representations of a tree with the first bit (open

parenthesis) removed.

The sum of the sizes of the four components is exactly twice the number of nodes in

the mini tree. This follows form the following observations. Each node of the skeleton is

represented using one bit in PD and one bit in PU (these are the last bits in the unary

representations of the number of children of the node in SD and SU). Each of the immediate
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Figure 4.2: Different components of a skinny tree in the new unified representation. (a)
A skinny tree (b) The skeleton of the tree along with their immediate children. (c) PD:
unary representation of skeleton degrees to the left. (d) PU : unary representation of skeleton
degrees to the right. (e) TD: Concatenation of the BP sequences of subtrees to the left. (f)
TU : concatenation of the BP sequences of subtrees to the right.
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PU : 0 10 0 110 10 10 10

TD = 10100110010010001011010001010011001101001000.
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8

TD:101001100100100 0 101101000101001100110100100 0

TU = 0101000100101001110000.
U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6

TU : 0 10100 0 100 10100 1110000

Figure 4.3: Four components of a skinny tree representation (PD, PU , TD, and TU) are given
for a skinny tree.

children of the skeleton are represented using one bit in either PD or PU (when we write the

unary representation of the number of children of its parent in either SD or SU), and one bit

in either TD or TU (the last bit in the BP representation of the subtree rooted at that node).

Each of the other nodes is represented by two bits in TD if it is a descendant of a node in

SD or by two bits in TU if it is a descendant of a node in SU .

Supporting the BP representations for a skinny tree. We now show how to produce

a word of the BP sequence from the four-component representation of the skinny tree. We

divide the BP sequence into blocks of length
⌈

lg n
8

⌉

, starting at every multiple of
⌈

lg n
8

⌉

. We

prove in lemma 4.3 that we can produce each such block in constant time.

Lemma 4.3. Each block of length
⌈

lg n
8

⌉

from the BP sequence of a skinny mini tree can be
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reported in constant time using o
(

(log n)2) extra space.

Proof. Corresponding to the starting position of every block, we store an “index” of size

Θ (log log n) to our representation of the skinny tree. Let t be the node corresponding to

the starting bit of the block in the BP sequence. The index has an up/down field, which

indicates we are traversing down or up the skeleton (i.e., preorder number of t is less than

that of v which is the rightmost child of the skeleton leaf). Let t′ be the first ancestor of t

which is in SD or SU (depending on the value of up/down). The index includes two pointers

to locations in components PD, TD (or PU , TU) which correspond to node t′. In addition,

the offset of the bit corresponding to t in the BP sequence of the subtree rooted at t′ in TD

or TU is stored as a separate field in the index.

Since the size of each index is Θ (log log n) bits, the total size of such indices is

Θ (log n log log n) , which is o
(

(log n)2). It only remains to show a block can be produced in

constant time. To produce a block, we use the index associated with the starting position

of the block. The key claim is that starting from node t′, we can generate lg n
4

bits of the BP

sequence.

Without loss of generality, assume the up/down field is set to down and t′ the BP sequence

is traversing down the skeleton. The BP bits following the bit corresponding to t′ are stored

in order in TD and PD; these two sequences only need to be merged together. Since the BP

sequence of a subtree in TD is self-delimiting, we can perform the merge by a look-up table.

We form a table for all possible values of (td, pd) where td, pd are two bit vectors of size
⌈

lg n
4

⌉

each. There is only one copy of this table stored and shared among all mini-trees and has

size o(n). Using this look-up table, we can look-up on constant time, the next lg n
4

bits of

the BP sequence. In the event, we reach the rightmost leaf of the skeleton leaf with these

bits and change directions from downward traversal on the skeleton to an upward traversal,

we break the bits to two segments and report each segment independently.

By reporting lg n
4

bits starting from the bit corresponding to t′, we are guaranteed to have

covered the lg n
8

bits which start from the bit of t, since the size of each subtree is at most
lg n
16

by definition. Hence, using the stored offset of t, we remove the redundant leading bits

and report the block starting at the bit corresponding to t.

By lemma 4.3, each block of length
⌈

lg n
8

⌉

bits can be produced in constant time. This

implies that any word of length ⌈lg n⌉ bits can be generated in constant time:
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Theorem 4.4. The new unified representation supports operation BP-word() in constant

time in a skinny mini-tree using o
(

(log n)2) extra space.

Supporting the DFUDS representations for a skinny tree. We now show how to

produce a word of the DFUDS sequence from the four-component representation of the

skinny tree. Analogous to producing BP bits, We divide the DFUDS sequence into blocks

of length
⌈

lg n
24

⌉

, starting at every multiple of
⌈

lg n
24

⌉

. We prove in lemma 4.5 that we can

produce any block in constant time.

Lemma 4.5. Each block of length
⌈

lg n
24

⌉

from the DFUDS sequence of a skinny mini tree

can be reported in constant time using o
(

(log n)2) extra space.

Proof. In a similar manner to the proof of lemma 4.3, corresponding to the starting position

of every block, we store an “index” of size Θ (log log n) to our representation of the skinny

tree. Let t be the node corresponding to the starting bit of the block in the DFUDS sequence.

We distinguish two cases whether or not t belongs to SD or SU (an immediate children of the

skeleton nodes) and the bit is an opening parenthesis. If so, then the starting bit of the block

occurs somewhere in the unary encoding of the degree of a skeleton node; and otherwise,

the bit belongs to the encoding of the degree of a non-skeleton node. In the former case,

to generate the DFUDS bits, we must finish the bits corresponding to the degree encoding

of the skeleton node and continue producing bits from the next available subtree. In the

latter case, we perform analogously to generating the BP bits and start producing bits from

the first ancestor t′ of the subtree t which belongs to SD ∪ SU . We focus on the latter

case in the rest of the proof as the former case is a slight variation of the latter case and

needs a straightforward phase in the beginning to finish reporting the degree as previously

mentioned.

The index has an up/down field, which indicates we are traversing down or up the skeleton

(i.e., preorder number of t is less than that of v which is the rightmost child of the skeleton

leaf). Let t′ be the first ancestor of t which is in SD or SU (depending on the value of

up/down). The index includes three pointers to locations in components PD, PU , and TD

(or TU if traversing up) which correspond to node t′. In addition, the offset of the bit

corresponding to t in the DFUDS encodings of the subtree rooted at t′ in TD or TU is stored

as a separate field in the index.
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Since the size of each index is Θ (log log n) bits, the total size of such indices is

Θ (log n log log n) , which is o
(

(log n)2). It only remains to show a block can be produced in

constant time. To produce a block, we use the index associated with the starting position

of the block. The key claim is that starting from node t′, we can generate lg n
6

bits of the

DFUDS sequence.

Without loss of generality, assume the up/down field is set to down and t′ the DFUDS

sequence is traversing down the skeleton. The DFUDS bits following the bit corresponding

to t′ are stored in the three sequences: TD,PD, and PU ; these three sequences need to

be somehow combined together. The main difference with the proof of lemma 4.3 is that

both PD and PU bits are required as they together constitute the degree of skeleton nodes.

Furthermore, the encoding of subtrees rooted at nodes of SD∪SU in TD (and TU) are the BP

encodings, nevertheless we need the DFUDS encodings when combining the three sequences

together. However, since we merge sequences by table look-ups, the conversion from the BP

encoding to the DFUDS encoding is implicit and is precomputed and present in the table.

We perform the combination of the three sequences by a three-way table look-up. We

form a table for all possible values of (td, pd, pu) where td, pd, pu are three bit vectors of size
⌈

lg n
6

⌉

each. There is only one copy of this table stored and shared among all mini-trees

and has size o(n). Using this look-up table, we can look-up on constant time, the next lg n
6

bits of the DFUDS sequence. In the event, we reach the rightmost leaf of the skeleton leaf

with these bits and change directions from downward traversal on the skeleton to an upward

traversal, we break the bits to two segments and report each segment independently.

By reporting lg n
6

bits starting from the bit corresponding to t′, we are guaranteed to have

covered the lg n
24

bits which start from the bit of t, since the bits between t and t′ is at most

twice the size of a subtree which is at most 2 log n
16

= lg n
8

, and lg n
6
− lg n

8
= lg n

24
.

By lemma 4.5, each block of length
⌈

lg n
24

⌉

bits can be produced in constant time. This

implies that any word of length ⌈lg n⌉ bits can be generated in constant time:

Theorem 4.6. The new unified representation supports operation DFUDS-word() in constant

time in a skinny mini-tree using o
(

(log n)2) extra space.
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General trees

We now consider the general case where the skeleton is an arbitrary tree and not just a path.

In this case, we decompose the skeleton into O(lg n) paths using the following recursive

procedure.

If the given subtree of the skeleton is a path, then return it as the only path of that

subtree. Otherwise, find the maximal leftmost path of the skeleton subtree from the root to

the leftmost skeleton leaf, and remove it. The remaining nodes of the subtree form a set of

disjoint subtrees. Among these subtrees, we first identify all the “rightmost” subtrees, i.e.,

subtrees whose roots are the rightmost children of their parents, and remove the rightmost

paths of each. For each of the disjoint subtrees thus obtained, we apply the decomposition

algorithm recursively. Figure 4.4 shows the partitioning of a tree into these left-leaning and

right-leaning paths.

This recursive decomposition produces O(lg n) paths since each leaf in the skeleton is

associated with exactly one path, and the number of leaves in the skeleton is O(log n); as

each skeleton leaf, by definition, has lg n
16

descendants in the original tree which are disjoint

from descendants of other skeleton leaves.

We associate each of the nodes of the mini-tree that is not part of the skeleton with its

lowest ancestor that is in the skeleton. Thus the above procedure decomposes the mini-tree

into O(log n) skinny trees (a tree whose skeleton is a path). We use the representation

described in section 4.4.1 for skinny trees for each of the skinny trees.

We now show how each word of lg n bits long from the BP/DFUDS sequence can be

produced in constant time in a general tree. As the tree is partitioned into skinny trees, the

BP/DFUDS sequences are split into parts each of which is obtained from a skinny tree.

Definition 4.3. We split the BP/DFUDS subsequences into maximal subsequences such that

bits of each subsequence can be extracted from the representation of the same skinny-tree. We

refer to these maximal subsequences by skinny chunks.

We next argue that any lg n
16

-bit subsequence of the BP/DFUDS sequences consists of at

most four skinny chunks:

Lemma 4.7. Each lg n bit subsequence of the BP or the DFUDS sequences spans over O(1)

skinny chunks (definition 4.3).
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Left-leaning paths:

Right-leaning paths:

Nodes not in the skeleton:

Figure 4.4: The skeleton of a tree is decomposed into left-leaning and right-leaning paths to
partition the tree into skinny trees.
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Proof. We prove that each lg n
16

consecutive bits of the BP or the DFUDS sequences span over

at most four skinny chunks. Having proved this, one derives the lemma by 16 applications

of this claim.

We partitioned the skeleton of the tree into two types of paths: leaf-leaning and right-

leaning paths. We define a skinny tree as left-leaning (or right-leaning) if its core path is

left-leaning (or right-leaning respectively).

Both the BP and the DFUDS encodings are based on a depth first traversals, and lg n
16

consecutive bits of each of these sequences start from a node and traverse up or down on a

skinny tree. Depending on whether the skinny tree is a left-leaning or a right-leaning one

and traversal is up or down the tree, we distinguish four cases:

On a left-leaning skinny tree, going down: The BP bits corresponding to all the nodes up

to the leaf can be produced using the representations of PD and TD. The DFUDS bits

of these nodes can be produced using the representations of PD, TD and PU . Since the

subtree size of the leaf is at least lg n
16

, at least the proceeding lg n
16

bits of either BP or

DFUDS sequence belong to the same skinny chunk.

On a right-leaning skinny tree, going down: As in the previous case, we can produce the

BP/DFUDS bits using the representations of PD, TD and PU till we either reach the

leaf or the root of a left-leaning path. If we reach a skeleton leaf then the next lg n
16

bits

of the BP/DFUDS bits can be retrieved from the representation of the skeleton leaf

subtree which is in TD. If we reach a left-leaning path, we need to go down the path,

and hence the case reduces to the previous case.

On a left-leaning skinny tree, going up: We can produce the BP bits using PU and TU

(and DFUDS bits using only TU ) until we reach a child (left-leaning or right-leaning)

path or the parent path or a sibling path. In all the cases, we need to explore a

(child/parent/sibling) path going down, which is handled in the previous two cases.

On a right-leaning skinny tree, going up: As before, we can produce the BP/DFUDS bits

using PU and TU till we reach the parent left-leaning path (or the root of the mini-tree,

in which case, we can stop). We need to explore this parent left-leaning path going up

which is handled in the previous case.

The transitions between skinny trees in the four cases above is depicted in figure 4.5.
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Right-leaning 
skinny tree 
going up

Left-leaning 
skinny  tree 
going up

Left-leaning 
skinny tree 
going down

Right-leaning 
skinny tree 
going down

Figure 4.5: The transition diagram between left-leaning and right-leaning skinny trees going
up or down corresponding to a lg n

16
-bit subsequence of the BP/DFUDS sequence.

Hence, we demonstrated that we switch at most three times between different skinny trees

and therefore, there can be at most four skinny chunks which constitute any consecutive lg n
16

bits of the BP or the DFUDS sequences.

As a corollary to lemma 4.7, we can limit the number of skinny chunks in the entire

BP/DFUDS sequences for the mini-tree:

Lemma 4.8. The number of skinny chunks (definition 4.3) in the BP/DFUDS subsequences

of a mini-tree is O(log n).

We are now ready to present the main result of this section that any lg n bit subsequence

of the BP/DFUDS sequences can be reported in constant time:

Theorem 4.9. Any subsequence of length lg n bits from the BP/DFUDS subsequences of a

mini-tree can be reported in constant time using o ((log n)2) bits of extra storage.

Proof. We build a FID structure (lemma 2.1) over the universe of 2n bits of the BP and the

DFUDS sequences which indicates the starting points of the skinny chunks (definition 4.3).

For each skinny chunk, we store a pointer to the representation of the corresponding skinny

tree and the offset within the BP/DFUDS sequences of the skinny tree where the chunk
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starts. The storage requirement of this dictionary is o ((log n)2) bits by lemma 2.1 and

lemma 4.8.

Using the FID, for any skinny chunk c, we can produce the bits of the intersection of the

BP or the DFUDS word and the chunk within the skinny tree in constant time by theorem 4.4

and theorem 4.6 respectively.

Lemma 4.7 states that at most a constant number of skinny chunks can intersect a word

of length lg n bits, therefore by repeating the procedure for each chunk that interests the

word, we discover the entire word in constant time.

4.4.2 Support for the tree covering representation

In previous sections, we showed how the new representation supports the BP and DFUDS

representations as it can produce any word of the BP and DFUDS representation in constant

time. This section will show how the new representation can also support the tree-covering

representation on ordinal trees. The tree cover representation decomposes the tree into mini-

trees as in section 3.3 using value L =
⌈

lg2 n
⌉

and furthermore decomposes mini-trees using

value L =
⌈

lg n
4

⌉

into micro-trees. Micro-trees are stored using references to a look-up table

which lists all trees with size less than
⌈

lg n
4

⌉

. In our new unified representation approach

we decompose the entire tree to mini-trees identically, and therefore, the mini-trees in the

unified representation are identical to the mini-trees in the tree-covering representation. The

difference is that in the unified representation we do not decompose mini-trees further into

micro-trees. Nevertheless, this section shows that we can generate micro-trees in the unified

representations.

The main result of this section is that the new representation can produce the BP/DFUDS

bit sequence of any micro-tree in constant time:

Lemma 4.10. Within a mini-tree, the BP/DFUDS bit sequence of any micro-tree in the tree-

covering representation can be produced in constant time using the new unified representation

with an additional space of o((log n)2) bits.

Proof. An argument analogous to that in proof of lemma 4.1 proves that in the BP bit se-

quence corresponding to the nodes of a particular mini-tree are split into O (1) consecutive

subsequences whose concatenation yields the actual BP bit sequence of the micro-tree. For

each micro-tree, we store O (1) pointers of size Θ (log log n) that indicates the start of each
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of the subsequences within the context of the mini-tree. We also store the length of the sub-

sequence along with the pointers. These structures require O (log n log log n) = o
(

(log n)2)

bits.

To retrieve the BP/DFUDS bits of a micro-tree, starting points and the length of each

subsequence is determined. The length of the BP/DFUDS sequence of a micro-tree is at most

lg(n)/2 bits and therefore, each subsequence is at most lg(n)/2 bits long. Each subsequence

is determined in constant time using theorem 4.9. These subsequences combined give the

BP/DFUDS representation of the micro-tree.

Using lemma 4.10, one can easily derive the mini/micro-tree representation:

Theorem 4.11. The encoding of any micro-tree in the tree-covering representation can be

determined in the new unified representation with an additional space of o
(

(log n)2) bits.

Proof. The mini/micro-tree representation decomposes the tree into mini-trees which are

further decomposed into micro-trees. Micro-trees are represented by indices to a look-up

table which lists all trees of size less than
⌈

lg n
4

⌉

.

In the new representation, the subtree decomposition into mini-trees is identical.

Lemma 4.10 shows that, by using an additional o
(

(log n)2) bits, one can produce the

BP/DFUDS bits corresponding any given micro-tree. We build a translation table which

for all trees of size less than lg(n)/4 maps the BP sequence (or analogously the DFUDS

sequence) to the corresponding index in the look-up table which is used by the tree-covering

representaion. This table requires o(n) bits which is shared among all mini-trees in the

entire tree. To determine a micro-tree, we generate its BP bits (or the DFUDS bits) us-

ing lemma 4.10 and use the translation table to determine the corresponding index in the

look-up table. All other auxiliary data used in the tree-covering representation aside from

representations of micro-trees require o
(

(log n)2) space and thus are replicated in the new

representation.

Theorems 4.9 and 4.11 imply directly the following grand result of this chapter:

Corollary 4.12. Given an ordinal tree with n nodes, the unified representation uses 2n +

o(n) bits and supports the BP, DFUDS, and TC representations by supporting operations

BP-word(k), DFUDS-word(k), and TC-microtree(m,µ) in constant time.
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4.5 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we presented a universal succinct representation of ordinal trees. We intro-

duced level order unary degree sequence (LOUDS), balanced parentheses (BP), depth first

unary degree sequence (DFUDS), and tree covering (TC) methods as the main approaches

in succinct representation of ordinal trees. We argued that the power of LOUDS approach

is limited and it is intrinsically different from other approaches.

We gave a new universal succinct representation of ordinal trees which is able to simulta-

neously emulate BP, DFUDS, and TC representations. We argued that this representation

is important and useful as it has the power of all the three representations combined; the

queries supported in constant time in the universal representation is the union of queries

supported in constant time in any of these representations.

The ability to simulate the LOUDS representation as well as the other three represen-

tations remains open. The intrinsic difference between LOUDS and other representations

may make it impossible to have such a universal representation and in this event, a proof of

impossibility of such universal representation is of interest.



Chapter 5

Succinct representations of graphs

In previous chapters, we studied succinct encoding of various families of trees. In this

chapter, we study graphs as the target combinatorial object for the purpose of succinct

representation. We consider representing arbitrary graphs to a given number of vertices and

edges in a succinct manner to support (1) asking whether there is an edge between two

given nodes and (2) scanning the edges incident with a given node. In comparing with the

standard graph representations (1) adjacency matrix and (2) adjacency list, we combine

the strength of each and avoiding their shortcomings. The adjacency matrix representation

is near space-optimal for graphs with almost half of the “potential edges” present and it

supports an edge existence query by examining a single bit. On the other hand, its Θ (n2)

space is unsuitable for sparse graphs and scanning the edges incident with a node takes Θ (n)

bit operations independent of the number of edges. The adjacency list on the other hand is

reasonably space efficient for sparse graphs and supports scanning the edges incident with

a node ideally. On the other hand, it has a Θ (lg n) factor space overhead for dense graphs

and may require scanning through all edges incident with a given node to test for a single

edge. We give a representation that is succinct and provides fast support for all these types

of the queries.

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study the problem of representing a given graph with n vertices and

m edges with vertex labels from [n] = {1, . . . , n} to support adjacency, degree, and neigh-

58
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borhood queries in constant time. We focus primarily on directed graphs, in section 5.5

however, we extend our results to undirected graphs. We assume that there are no multiple

edges in the graph, that is there is at most one edge from vertex i to vertex j for each order

pair i, j (edges (i, j) and (j, i) can be simultaneously present as can loop edges (i, i)).

Supporting these queries gives the functionality of both an adjacency matrix and an

adjacency list to the encoding. An adjacency query on a pair of vertices (i, j) determines

whether (i, j) is an existing edge. A neighborhood query has the functionality to iterate

through vertices incident to a given vertex i ideally in constant time per neighbor. A crucial

requirement is that the representation must be able to iterate through both the in-neighbors

and out-neighbors of a given vertex (though we do not insist on any particular order on

neighbors for either of these query types). Finally, the degree query is to output the in-degree

and out-degree of a vertex ideally in constant time. Adjacency query is supported easily in

constant time by an adjacency matrix but not an adjacency list. Conversely, neighborhood

and degree queries are supported easily by an adjacency list but not an adjacency matrix.

Our representation is succinct and supports adjacency, neighborhood, and degree query

in constant time.

The storage requirement of such a representation is a key issue. A counting argument

suggests that the information-theory lower bound for the space requirement of any represen-

tation which encodes graphs with n vertices and m edges is
⌈

lg
(

n2

m

)

⌉

bits. However, we prove

a lower bound in section 5.3 that where nδ < m < n2−δ for a constant δ > 0, it is impossible

to achieve this space to within lower order terms and support all the desired queries in con-

stant time. Therefore, the best storage requirement has to be a multiplicative factor away

from the information-theory bound. We match this lower bound by presenting an encoding

in section 5.4 that requires (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

bits for an arbitrary small constant ǫ > 0. In

the case where m < nδ for any constant δ > 0, the space of the representation matches the

information-theory lower bound tightly to within lower order terms. For extremely large val-

ues of m, where m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

, the space requirement of the representation again matches

the information theory lower bound (this includes the entire range where m > n2/2).
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5.1.1 Related work

There is a large body of literature on space-efficient representations of graphs most of which

deal with graphs with particular properties such as: graphs with limited arboricity, c-

decomposable graphs [42], separable graphs [10], planar graphs [63, 43, 49, 13], triconnected

and/or triangulated planar graphs [3]. In contrast to this body of work, we deal with

graphs with no particular combinatorial properties, and of which we only know the number

of vertices and edges.

Raman et al. [58] study the problem of indexable dictionary and as they observe a

given graph can be represented by having a dictionary structure for each vertex containing

the endpoints of all its incident edges. Using this approach to be able to report both in-

neighbors and out-neighbors of a vertex in constant time per neighbor, we need to include

in the dictionary of a vertex both its in and out neighbors. This potentially doubles the

storage requirement and is space inefficient.

A problem closely related to representation of graphs is binary relations whose succinct

encodings has been studied [6, 5]. Binary relations associate r objects to s labels such

that objects can be associated to multiple labels and a particular label can be assigned to

multiple objects. According to this definition a graph is essentially a binary relation from

objects in [n] to labels in [n]. The supported operations on relatives are rank and select

on objects and labels (essentially row-wise and column-wise rank and select operations in a

0-1 matrix). It is not hard to verify that we can implement adjacency, neighborhood, and

degree queries using these operations. Their representation requires r lg s + o (r log s) bits

which is space optimal only in the sparse case and even in such cases the running time of

operations is dependent on the value of r or s and therefore the operations do not perform

in constant time. Golynski [27] proves that any representation with r lg s + o (r log s) bits

cannot perform these operations in constant time. Nevertheless, the operations we require

on graphs are weaker than the full rank and select operations and therefore, the infeasibility

results do not hold for our purposes.
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5.2 Preliminaries

We view the problem of encoding a graph with n vertices and m edges compactly as encoding

its adjacency matrix. Given 0-1 matrix A of size n×n containing m ones, we wish to represent

the matrix succinctly so it supports the access and successor queries. The adjacency

query in the graph corresponds to access query in the matrix and the neighborhood query

corresponds to successor query. The degree query in the graph corresponds to reporting

the number of ones in a given row or column.

Definition 5.1. Given a 0-1 matrix A[n, n], the query access(i,j) simply reports the

value of A[i, j]. r-successor(i,0) gives the position of a one in row i (if there is one).

r-successor(i,j) (where A[i, j] = 1) gives the entry one in row i that “follows” the one in

position (i, j). By “follows” we permit the encoding to iterate through ones in row i in any

order. c-successor(.,.) is defined identically on columns. successor(r/c,.,.) query

encapsulates r-successor and c-successor queries as its first parameter is a switch with

values r or c: successor(r, i, j) = r-successor(i, j), and successor(c, i, j) =

c-successor(i, j).

At the heart of our representation sits a succinct encoding of functions allowing access,

select, and partial rank in constant time.

Definition 5.2. Given a function f : [d]→ [r], access operation is, given i ∈ [d] to compute

f(i). We refer to this as the forward navigation capability of the function. The select(i,j)

operation applied to f determines the i-th smallest element k such that f(k) = j. We can use

this operation to report the set f−1(j) in constant time per element for any given j; we refer

to this as the reverse navigation capability of the function. The partial rank(i) operation

is to determine the rank of i among all elements k such that f(k) = f(i).

The previously existing succinct representation of functions [53] does not support select

and partial rank in constant time. The representation supports reporting f−1(i) in time

O (1 + |f−1(i)|), however, this operation is much weaker than supporting select and partial rank

in the corresponding set f−1(i).

The problem of representing a function f : [d] → [r] supporting the described set of

operations is equivalent to representing a string S of length d over an alphabet of size r.

The equivalent operations are string access (to report S[i]), string select (to determine the
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location of the i-th occurrence of a symbol of the alphabet), and partial rank (given a location

i, to determine the number of symbols of type S[i] preceding location i). Golynski et al. [30]

studies a stronger version of the problem where instead of partial-rank, we require support

for full rank (given any position i, to determine the number of occurrences of a symbol

of any given type before i). Their space matches the information theory bound of d lg r to

within lower order terms, however the operations do not perform in constant time. It is not

possible to support these operations in constant time even if we relax the space bound to

(1 + ǫ)d lg r for any constant ǫ > 0 as these operations clearly provide support in constant

time for the predecessor search problem which is proven impossible with this much space [7].

However, we obtain constant time support for weaker operations of partial-rank, select,

and access with (1 + ǫ)d lg r storage requirement for any constant ǫ > 0 by modifying the

representation of [30].

Theorem 5.1. Given a function f : [d]→ [r], there is a succinct encoding of f which requires

(1 + ǫ)d lg r + O (d) bits of space for any constant ǫ > 0 and supports access, select, and

partial-rank (as defined in definition 5.2) in constant time O (1/ǫ).

Proof. We first focus on the main case where d ≥ r (the d < r case will be discussed

subsequently). The main idea in the proof, as in Golynski et al. [30], is to split the domain [d]

into blocks of size r. They build structures with total size O(d) bits to support, in constant

time, rank and select at the boundaries of the blocks; these operations are referred to as

rank-b and select-b [30]. The second step is to support rank and select locally within

blocks (rank-l and select-l in [30]). Constant time support for rank and select across

blocks and constant time support for partial-rank and select and access within individual

blocks results in constant time support for partial-rank, select, and access over the entire

function.

We now build structures to support access, select, and partial-rank within blocks

in constant time. Within a block, we form a list L which includes for each i in increasing

order, elements j (in increasing order) such that f(j) = i. This yields a permutation of

the block. A bit vector X = 1l101l20 . . . 1lr0 is formed where li = |f−1(i)| where f−1 is

confined to within the block. This structure is stored in O(d) bits using the fully indexable

dictionary of lemma 2.1. Thus far, the structures are identical to those in [30]. The new

representation deviates from [30] in how the permutation is represented. As we can afford
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to have space within 1 + ǫ factor away from the information theory lower bound, we use the

(1 + ǫ)k lg k-bit representation of a permutation π : [k] → [k] by Munro et al. [48] which

supports operations π(), π−1() in constant time depending on ǫ,i.e., (O (1/ǫ)). Operations

access and select in the block can be supported using a constant number of applications of

operations π, π−1 in the permutation and rank and select on zeros and ones in X as shown by

Golynski et al. [30]. Operations π, π−1 are supported in constant time in our representation

and rank and select operations on zeros and ones in the fully indexable dictionary of X

is performed in constant time by lemma 2.1. Hence, access and select in a block are

supported in constant time. Golynski et al. [30] support the (full) rank operation and

therefore build some auxiliary structures. Since we need only support for partial-rank, no

auxiliary structure is formed or stored. Partial-rank can be supported using a constant

number of applications of operations π, π−1 in the permutation and rank and select on zeros

and ones in X as follows. Given i, j such that f(i) = j to determine the rank of i among

all those k’s such that f(k) = j, we use the π−1 operation to determine the rank of i in list

L. We use rank and select on zeros in X to determine the starting position of elements of

f−1(j) in the list and use rank on ones to compute the offset of i from that position. The

offset computed is the partial-rank. Hence, partial-rank is performed in constant time as

well in a block.

The required operations of access, select, and partial-rank are supported in constant

time and the storage requirement for the structures maintained is (1 + ǫ)d lg r + O(d) bits.

The case where d < r can be handled as follows. Since the entire range [r] of f cannot be

covered, we build an indexable dictionary structure (lemma 2.2) to represent the set R′ ⊂ [r]

which consists of elements j ∈ [r] such that there exists an i such that f(i) = j. We define

r′ = |R′| and reduce the range from [r] to [r′] remembering the correspondence between

elements of these two sets (using the ID) and define function f ′ as the equivalent of function

f on the new range (f ′(i) = j if and only if f(i) = j and j ∈ [r] corresponds to j′ ∈ [r′].

Function f ′ : [d] → [r′] has the property that d ≥ r′ and therefore can be represented

as described in the previous case in (1 + ǫ)d log r′ + O (d). The indexable dictionary uses

lg
(

r
r′

)

+o (r′) bits by lemma 2.2. Since r′ ≤ d < r, the total number of bits required is at most

(1+ǫ)d lg r+O (d). All operations on function f can be supported using the representation of

function f ′ with an extra level of indirection through the indexable dictionary structure.
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5.3 Space lower bounds

For the purpose of proving lower bounds, we assume the cell probe model in which the size

of a word is w = O (log n) bits. The cell probe model is a model of computation in which the

computation time is measured by the number of probes to a random access machine with

words of size w [46]. For all values of n, m, we prove lower bounds as a function of n and m

on the worst-case space requirement of representations of n × n 0-1 matrices containing m

ones supporting access and successor queries as described in definition 5.1.

There is a trivial information theory bound which comes directly from a counting argu-

ment and it holds for any representation regardless of queries it can support:

Theorem 5.2. Any representation of n×n 0-1 matrices containing m ones requires at least

lg
(

n2

m

)

bits for some matrices.

The main purpose of this section is to show that for a reasonably large range of values

of m in comparison to n (namely for values nδ < m < n2−δ for an arbitrary small constant

δ), it is infeasible to achieve the information theory bound in theorem 5.2 to within lower

order terms while supporting the desired queries in constant time. This implies that in this

range, the space requirement must be a constant multiplicative factor (larger than one) away

from the information theory bound. We give a representation in section 5.4 that has this

multiplicative factor arbitrarily close to one and tight to 1 + ǫ for any constant ǫ > 0.

We distinguish two cases depending on relative values of n, m and consider them sepa-

rately: (1) the moderate case: m = Ω (n) and m = O
(

n2−δ
)

for any constant δ > 0, and (2)

the sparse case: m = o (n). In either case, we give matching upper bounds in section 5.4.

A discussion is in order in section 5.6 for the remaining range of values of m which are

extremely close to n2.

Table 5.1 summarizes the space lower bound and upper bounds we show in this chapter

for various ranges of values of m relative to n.

5.3.1 Lower bound for the moderate case

This section proves lower bounds for the moderate case where m = Ω (n) and m = O
(

n2−δ
)

for a constant δ > 0. We use ideas from Golynski [27], who proved an infeasibility result for

succinct representation of permutations. Specifically, he proved that not all permutations
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m Space Lower bound Space Upper bound

∀δ > 0; m < nδ lg
(

n2

m

)

lg
(

n2

m

)

∃δ > 0; nδ < m = o(n) (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

(1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

∃δ > 0; Ω (n) = m < n2−δ (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

(1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

∀δ > 0; n2−δ < m = O
(

n2
√

log n

)

lg
(

n2

m

)

(1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

ω
(

n2√
log n

)

= m ≤ n2 lg
(

n2

m

)

lg
(

n2

m

)

Table 5.1: Space lower and upper bounds for representing a directed graph with n vertices
and m edges which supports the queries in constant time. All the upper bounds are up to
lower order terms.

π : [n] → [n] can be encoded in the information theory optimal bound of n lg n bits to

within lower order terms supporting π and π−1 in constant time. In fact, this result directly

translates to a lower bound for our problem where m = n. Therefore, our lower bound is, in

a sense, an extension of that work.

Theorem 5.3. If m = Ω (n) and m = O
(

n2−δ
)

for a constant δ > 0 , there is an n× n 0-1

matrix containing m ones which cannot be encoded in lg
(

n2

m

)

+o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

bits supporting the

access and successor queries as described in definition 5.1 in constant time.

Proof. Assume such structure S exists in the cell probe model for any such 0-1 matrix M

which supports the queries in constant time with the stated number of bits. We derive a

contradiction by showing an encoding for M (and therefore, all 0-1 matrices containing m

ones) in less than lg
(

n2

m

)

bits.

Structure S works in the cell probe model with Θ (log n)-bit cells and requires lg
(

n2

m

)

+

o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

= m lg(n2/m)+o (m lg(n2/m)) bits, and equivalently m lgn(n2/m)+o (m lgn(n2/m)) =

O (m) cells. We show that a constant fraction of these cells can be safely deleted such that

the remains of the structure still describes the original matrix uniquely.

On query q (a successor or access), we define C[q] as the set of cells that are probed in

order to compute the response to the query. For entry (i, j), where M [i, j] = 1, we define
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query q(i, j) as the union of access, row successor, and column successor queries on entry

(i, j). Hence, C[q(i, j)] = C[access(i, j)] ∪ C[successor(r, i, j)] ∪ C[successor(c, i, j)].

As discussed in definition 5.1, successor(r/c,i,j) queries where i = 0 or j = 0 provide

the initial one entry in a row or a column on which successive applications of successor

query can be applied to iterate through ones. For the sake of comprehensiveness, we add

row and column number zero to the matrix and assume the row and column entirely consist

of ones, i.e., entries M(i, j) where i = 0 or j = 0 are ones.

Consider all sets C[q(i, j)] for all entries (i, j) which contain a one in the matrix (M(i, j) =

1). There are m + 2n − 1 = Θ (m) such sets, each containing a constant number of cells.

Since, there are O (m) cells, there are at least a constant fraction of cells which occur in at

most r of the sets (for r a suitable large constant). We denote by Cr the set of all such cells

which appear in at most r sets (|Cr| = Ω (m)). The goal is to select a large subset D ⊂ CR of

these cells to remove from the structure S in such a manner that the matrix is constructible

given the rest of the cells.

We initialize D to empty and augment it by adding cells from Cr in an incremental

fashion. We maintain some invariants which allow us to recover the matrix after deletion

of cells in D. The first invariant is that for any matrix entry (i, j) such that M [i, j] = 1,

C[q(i, j)]∩D is labeled with no or at most a single element. Therefore, we can label each one

entry in the matrix with C[q(i, j)]∩D such that each entry is labeled either empty or a single

cell. Furthermore, we maintain the invariant that if an entry (i, j) is labeled with c, then

its predecessor and successor in row and column i as well as its predecessor and successor in

row and column j (if they exist) are assigned no label or labeled with c.

We remove an arbitrary cell c ∈ Cr and include it in D. If c ∈ C[q(i, j)] for any (i, j) and

(a, b), (a′, b′) are the predecessor and successor to (i, j) in row/column i (if they exist) and

(c, d), (c′, d′) are the predecessor and successor to (i, j) in row/column j (if they exist), we

remove all elements of C[q(i, j)], C[q(a, b)], C[q(a′, b′)], C[q(c, d)], and C[q(c′, d′)] from Cr, and

add another arbitrary cell from Cr to D and continue in this greedy manner. Since C[q(i, j)]
has constant size for all i, j, at each step we remove a constant number of cells from Cr, and

hence, the number of cells added to D is a constant fraction of Cr.

We can verify that the deletions from Cr maintain the invariants throughout the pro-

cedure; firstly, immediately after removal of a cell c, we remove from D, the entire content

of C[q(i, j)] where c ∈ C[q(i, i)]. Hence, a one entry (i, j), C[q(i, j)] can share at most one
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cell with D, and therefore the first invariant is maintained. Secondly, upon removal of a cell

c, we remove row and column predecessors and successors of any entry (i, j) labeled with

c. Thus, no subsequent one entries in a column or in a row can have the same label. This

implies the second invariant is enforced.

We are now ready to delete cells of D from structure S by adding some auxiliary struc-

tures. We form a bit vector deleted cells of length O (m) bits corresponding to the cells

of structure S in order; its bits are one if the corresponding cell belongs to D (i.e., if deleted)

and zero otherwise. For a cell c ∈ D, we refer to a one matrix entry (i, j) as affected by c,

if c ∈ C[q(i, j)]. We note that only a constant number (r) of entries are affected by c. We

refer to a row or a column as affected by c, if they contain an entry affected by c. For each

c ∈ D, the projected matrix on affected rows and columns by c is stored explicitly (each

matrix requires a constant number of bits less than r2). Finally the cells of D are removed

from S and remaining cells are made compact and stored consecutively.

A constant fraction of the cells (Θ (m)) are deleted (Θ (m log n) bits) and auxiliary struc-

tures stored require O (m) bits. Therefore, the total size of the final structure is a constant

(less than one) fraction of lg
(

n2

m

)

. The contradiction is derived from the fact that the matrix

is fully recoverable from the final structures and thus all matrices can be encoded uniquely

with a storage requirement which is less than the information theory bound.

We now argue that the matrix is indeed recoverable from the structures stored. Given the

deleted cells vector and the retained cells of the structures, one can simulate a query on

the original structure S. The only issue arises where a query fails as it wants to probe a cell

in D which is deleted. To recover the matrix given these structures, we exhaustively perform

all access queries over all possible entries (i, j) and fill in the matrix where the queries

succeed. We now simulate all successor queries on previously discovered ones in the matrix

repeatedly to exhaust all one entries these queries can recover. We form an affected list for

all rows and columns. These lists are initially empty, and if a successor query fails on an

entry (i, j) as it needs access to a deleted cell c, we add c to the affected list of cells of row

i and column j.

The invariants guarantee that each row/column completely discovers the set of cells by

which it is affected; since, these cells are the labels which are assigned to the one entries in

the row/column, and the second invariant guarantees different labels are separated by empty

labels within an individual row or column. Positions with no labels can be discovered by
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access queries, and by repeated applications of successor queries, all labels are discovered.

Furthermore, by the first invariant, each entry can have a single label and therefore, all cells

that affect rows and columns are exposed. For each cell c ∈ D, we fill in the sub-matrix

projected on the rows and columns affected by c, using the explicitly stored sub-matrix for

c.

We now argue that the matrix is fully recovered correctly. Since we only consult the

remaining cells and the explicitly stored sub-matrices, we do not place a one in a wrong

position. We need only argue that all ones in the matrix are indeed discovered in the

recovery procedure. For the sake of contradiction, we assume there is an edge (i, j) that

is not discovered. In the original matrix, this entry cannot be unlabeled as it would be

discovered by an access query otherwise, and thus is labeled by a cell c (and not by more

than a cell due to the first invariant). We show the recovery procedure realizes that row i is

affected by cell c. We denote by (i, j′) as the predecessor one to (i, j) in row i. Entry (i, j′)

must have a label, as no label means it is discoverable by access query and moreover its

successor (i, j) is also discoverable which is a contradiction. If entry (i, j′) is discovered by

the recovery procedure, then the procedure must stop short of discovering (i, j) as it needs to

access to a cell which must be c due to the first invariant. Therefore, the recovery procedure

realizes row i is affected by cell c. If entry (i, j′) is not discovered during the recovery,

we repeat the same argument on the predecessor (i, j′′) to entry (i, j′). Since entry zero

(M [i, 0] = 1) is given and readily discovered by the recovery procedure at some stage. The

repetition of the argument must halt at some point which shows that the recovery procedure

realizes that row i is affected by cell c.

Similarly, we show that the recovery procedure learns that column j is affected by cell c.

Finally, since both row i and column j are realized affected by c, the entry (i, j) is consulted

from the explicitly stored sub-matrix associated with c and therefore is discovered which is

a contradiction.

5.3.2 Lower bound for the sparse case

In this section, we give a lower bound for the case where m = o (n). We break the range

into two subranges and consider them individually.

The first range is ∀δ > 0; m < nδ. For such values of m, the space lower bound is simply
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the information theory space lower bound of lg
(

n2

m

)

.

For values of m = o(n) where there exists a constant δ > 0 such that nδ < m, we prove a

space lower bound stronger than the information theory bound. The proof is a modification

of lower bound result of Golynski [27] for representing permutations:

Theorem 5.4. If there exists a constant δ > 0 such that m > nδ and m = o (n) , there

is a n × n boolean matrix containing m ones whose encoding requires at least (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

bits for some constant ǫ > 0, if the encoding supports the access and successor queries as

described in definition 5.1 in constant time.

Proof. Since there exists a constant δ that m > nδ and m = o (n), we have that log m =

Θ (log n). We consider only a special subset of all such matrices which are matrices that have

at most a single one entry in each row and column, and show there exist at least a matrix in

this subset that requires at least (1+ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

bits. Assume for the sake of contradiction that

all such matrices can be encoded in space at most lg
(

n2

m

)

bits to within lower order terms

(i.e., ǫ = 0 in the bound of the statement of the theorem). We prove the lower bound in cell

probe model with cells of Θ (log n) bits. The encoding consists of lg
(

n2

m

)

/Θ (log m) = Θ (m)

cells.

The contradiction is achieved in the same manner as the proof of theorem 5.3 in that

repeatedly cells are deleted such that the matrix is recoverable from the remaining cells. In

the end, we demonstrate that the storage requirement of the remaining cells together with

auxiliary structures built during the elimination procedure is less than what the information

theory suggests for the space of such matrix which is impossible.

For i = 1, . . . , n, we denote by ri the query successor(r,i,0), and by ci the query

successor(c,0,i) (as defined in definition 5.1). The answer to queries ri (respectively ci)

is empty for n −m rows (respectively columns) and is non-empty for m rows (respectively

columns); these are rows (respectively columns) which contain a one. If M [i, j] = 1, then

answer to both ri and cj is entry (i, j) and we define queries ri and cj as reciprocal of each

other. We define set T as the set of queries ri or cj which have a reciprocal (|T | = 2m).

For a query q, define C[q] as the set of cells one needs to probe to respond to the query.

Since ri’s and ci’s perform in constant time, for all i, |C[ri]| = |C[ci]| = O (1). There are m

queries in set T , and each probes a constant number of cells, therefore there is at least a

constant fraction of cells which occur in at most r of sets C[t] such that t ∈ T (for a suitable
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large constant r); we denote this set of cells as Cr (|Cr| = Θ (m)). Furthermore, there are

2n queries ri’s and ci’s and each probes a constant number cells, therefore there is at least

a constant fraction of cells of Cr such that they are probed by at most O(n/m) of these

queries; we denote this subset of Cr as Ct (|Ct| = Θ (m)).

The goal is to select a large subset D of cells from Ct. We initialize D to empty and

augment it by adding cells from Ct in an incremental fashion. We remove an arbitrary cell

c ∈ Ct and include it in D. if c ∈ C[ri] (or c ∈ C[cj ]) for any i (or j), and ri ∈ T (respectively

cj ∈ T ), we mark cells of C[q] as well as cells of C[ci] (or C[ci]) as unremovable where q is the

reciprocal to ri (respectively cj). If C[q] also contains cell c, we form an auxiliary structure

reciprocal-index consisting of two pointers which store the indices of queries ri (or cj)

and q; the key fact is that the index is not from a universe of size O (n) but from one of size

O
(

n
m

)

. We remind that at most n/m of r1, . . . , rn and n/m of c1, . . . , cn probe cell c, and

the indices are kept from this universe (those that probe c).

We now select another arbitrary cell c′ ∈ Ct which is not marked so far as unremovable

and add it to D and repeat. Since, by including a cell in D, we mark only a constant

number of cells as unremovable, the procedure iterates for a constant fraction of m times

and therefore D = Θ (m). We now delete cells of D from the structure by adding the bit

vector deleted cells of length O (m) bits which has a bit representing each cell and the

bit is set if the cell belongs to D.

As many as Θ (m) cells are deleted (each of length Θ (log n) bits) and for each deleted

cell, we explicitly store a structure of size O
(

log n
m

)

bits, and the deleted cells structure

requires O (m) bits. Therefore, the net reduction of space is O (m log m) = O (m log n) bits.

We show that the matrix is uniquely recoverable from the remaining cells together with

added structure, and thus, we have a contradiction as the reduction in space implies that

any such matrix can be encoded in less space than the information theory space lower bound.

To demonstrate that the matrix is recoverable from the remaining cells, we need only

show we can discover all one entries of the original matrix (the rest of the matrix is filled

out with zeros). Using the deleted cell structure and the remaining cells, we can simulate

ri, ci queries and fill in the matrix by ones. The only issue is when a query (say ri) fails as

it needs access to a deleted cell. We show that if there exists a one in row i, we can discover

its position. Suppose entry (i, j) in that row is a one; query ri either reports this fact or

fails as it needs access to a deleted cell. Similarly, either cj completes, or it stops by needing
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access to a deleted cell. Suppose cell c is the earliest cell deleted in C[ri] ∪ C[cj ]. In the cell

elimination procedure, upon deleting cell c, the set of cells in the reciprocal query (ri or cj)

become unremovable and therefore the reciprocal query can complete and report entry (i, j)

as a one. The only possibility is that c is in both C[ri] and C[cj] and therefore neither of the

queries ri or cj completes. However, in this case we built structure reciprocal-index, and

among all queries r1, . . . , rn and c1, . . . , cn that do not complete by needing access to c, the

indices i and j can be retrieved from the pair of pointers stored and therefore matrix entry

(i, j) can be recognized as a one entry.

Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 together imply the grand result of the lower bound section:

Corollary 5.5. If nδ < m < n2−δ for some constant δ > 0, there exists an n × n boolean

matrix containing m ones whose encoding requires at least (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

bits of storage re-

quirement for some constant ǫ > 0 to support the access and successor queries as described

in definition 5.1 in constant time.

5.4 Upper bound: the representation

Given the abstraction of an n×n 0-1 matrix A containing m ones, this section shows how to

represent the matrix succinctly so it supports the access, successor, and degree queries

in constant time.

Depending on the density of the matrix, we distinguish four cases which we discuss in

four subsequent sections:

1. Almost-full: m > n2 − o(n).

2. Extremely dense: n2 − Ω (n) ≥ m > n2
(

1− O
(

1√
log n

))

.

3. Dense: n2
(

1− ω
(

1√
log n

))

≥ m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

.

4. Moderate: O
(

n2
√

log n

)

= m > n
2
.

5. Sparse: n
2
≥ m.
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We devise a universal scheme to show support for degree queries in constant time. We

store two variable-length-field arrays r[1..n] and c[1..n] that encode the row degrees

and column degrees respectively. Each entry of these arrays encodes in binary the degree

of the corresponding row or column. Where m > n2

2
, we store the row and column degree

of the complement of the matrix. Therefore the total length of these two arrays is L =

min Θ (m + n) , Θ (n log n) , n2 −m + n since each entry is at most O (log n) bits long and

entries sum to m and there are n entries. L is a lower order term of space in representations

except where m = o(n) or m = n2 − o(n). The former and latter case coincide with the

sparse case and almost-full case respectively. In sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.5, we demonstrate

how degree query is supported in constant time in these cases.

5.4.1 The almost-full case

We denote the number of zero entries in the matrix by m′. In the almost-full case we have

m′ = o(n). We define a row/column as zero-containing if there is at least one zero entry in

the row/column and denote by r and c, the number of zero-containing rows and columns

respectively.

From the universe of all rows, the r zero-containing rows are represented using the ID

structure (lemma 2.2) using r lg n
r

+ o
(

r lg n
r

)

≤ m′ lg n
m′

+ o
(

m′ lg n
m′

)

bits and similarly

from the universe of all columns, the c zero-containing columns are representing using the

ID structure using c lg n
c

+ o
(

c lg n
c

)

≤ m′ lg n
m′

+ o
(

m′ lg n
m′

)

bits.

We denote by M ′ the r × c submatrix which is formed by zero-containing rows and

columns. We explicitly store values r and c and add m′−r rows and m′−c columns consisting

merely of one entries to the bottom and right ends of matrix M ′ to make M ′ a m′×m′ matrix.

M ′ has exactly m′ zeros and size m′ ×m′, therefore this matrix classifies as an extremely-

dense matrix. We use the representation for extremely dense matrices of section 5.4.2 to

encode M ′. This representation requires lg
(

m′2

m′

)

+ o
(

lg
(

m′2

m′

)

)

= m′ lg m′ + o (m′ log m′) bits

and support access, successor, and degree queries in constant time.
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The total space requirement of our representation calculates as follows (where m′ = o(n)):

2m′ lg
n

m′ + o
(

m′ lg
n

m′

)

+ m′ lg m′ + o (m′ log m′) ≤ m′ lg
n2

m′ + o (m′ lg n)

= lg

(

n2

m′

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2

m′

))

= lg

(

n2

m

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2

m′

))

.

It remains only to show how the queries are supported in constant time using our repre-

sentation. To answer degree queries, it only suffices to check the ID structures to determine

whether the row/column is zero-containing and in that event, we use the support for degree

query in matrix M ′. To support access and successor queries we note that one can

translate an entry position in the original matrix M to the corresponding position within

sub-matrix M ′ and vice versa using the rank and select query capability of ID structures

for zero-containing rows and columns. Query access can be answered by using the ID struc-

tures to determine whether the entry belongs to M ′ or not. If not, then the entry is one and

if so, we use access query for matrix M ′ to answer.

Support for successor queries is more complicated. We form two bit vectors R and C

of length m′ as follows. Positions of R correspond to zero-containing rows and a position is

set to one if the corresponding row has an adjacent row which is not zero-containing. Bit

vector C is formed over zero-containing columns analogously. Vectors R and C are encoded

using the FID structure (lemma 2.1) and therefore they use only O (m′) bits of space which

is negligible as it is o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

.

To answer r-successor queries (row successors) on position (i, j) we check the immediate

neighbor entry (i, j+1) and if it is contains a one rather than a zero, we are done. Otherwise,

if (i, j+1) contains a zero, it must belong to matrix M ′ in which case, we translate the position

to within M ′ (i′, j′) and obtain the r-successor position. If the position is at a column

numbered larger than c (i.e., if it belongs to a pad column), we set the column number to

+∞. The position is translated back to a position (i, j1) in matrix M . The key issue is that

this position is not necessarily the first available one entry following (i, j) as there could be

a column not belonging to M ′ between j and j1 which entirely consists of ones, and in this

case, we must report first such column. We consult the FID structure for C to determine a
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successor j′2 one entry to position j′ which indicates the end of a block of zero-containing

columns. Subsequently, we translate j′2 in matrix M ′ to position j2 in M . The answer to

r-successor query is (i, min {j1, j2 + 1}). c-successor queries are supported in constant

time analogously:

Theorem 5.6. A 0-1 matrix of size n × n with m > n2 − o(n) ones can be represented in

lg
(

n2

m

)

+o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

bits supporting degree, access and successor queries in constant time,

if any n× n matrix with m < n2 − Ω (n) ones can be represented so.

5.4.2 The extremely-dense case

Where n2−Ω (n) ≥ m > n2
(

1− O
(

1√
log n

))

, we traverse the matrix in a row-major fashion

and create a universe of size n2. In this universe we represent the zero entries, of which there

is Ω (n) = m′ = O
(

n2
√

log n

)

, using the ID structure of theorem 2.2. The storage requirement

of the structure is

lg

(

n2

m′

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2

m′

))

= lg

(

n2

m

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2

m

))

,

by theorem 2.2. This structure supports access queries in constant time. Constant time

support for degree queries was shown in the beginning of section 5.4. It only remains to

support successor queries in constant time.

To support c-successor queries in constant time we need to add auxiliary structures.

We define r-successor-offset at a zero entry (i, j) as zero if entry (i, j−1) is a zero entry or if

j = 1 and otherwise we define r-successor-offset as the offset t of the one successor to (i, j)

(in other words, the c-successor-offset is t if first one entry in row i after (i, j) is (i, j + t)).

We form a bit vector offsets by traversing the matrix in a row-major fashion and for each

zero entry, we append to offsets the unary encoding of its r-successor-offset.

We argue that the length of bit vector r-offsets is at most 2m′. This is since each

zero entry contributes at most two bits to r-offsets; if a zero entry belongs to a block of

consecutive zeros in a row, it contributes a single bit to the unary encoding of r-successor-

offset for the entry at the beginning of the block and another bit when encoding zero as the

r-successor-offset if it is not at the beginning of the block. We represent r-offsets using

the FID structure (theorem 2.1) which requires O (m′) bits and O (m′) bits is of lower order
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terms compared to lg
(

n2

m′

)

= lg
(

n2

m

)

where m > n2
(

1− O
(

1√
log n

))

.

Using the r-offsets structure, it is easy to support r-successor queries in constant

time. Given an entry (i, j) to determine the r-successor, entry (i, j + 1) is checked first; if

it is one, we are done. Otherwise, it is a zero and we use rank capability of the ID structure

to determine its rank among zeros and we use this index to find the corresponding entry

in structure r-offsets. Since entry (i, j + 1) is preceded by a one entry (position (i, j)),

r-offsets stores the offset of the successor one. Hence, we can perform r-successor queries

in constant time.

Analogously, we define c-successor-offset and construct c-offsets structures which adds

only O (m) bits to the storage requirement and enables us to support c-successor in con-

stant time as well.

Theorem 5.7. A 0-1 matrix of size n× n with n2 −Ω (n) ≥ m > n2
(

1−O
(

n2√
log n

))

ones

can be represented in lg
(

n2

m

)

+ o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

bits supporting degree, access and successor

queries in constant time.

5.4.3 The dense case

There are n2
(

1− ω
(

1√
log n

))

≥ m = ω
(

n2√
log n

)

ones in the matrix, we divide the matrix

into tiny square matrices of size 1
2

√
lg n× 1

2

√
lg n and represent each tiny square by a reference

to a look-up table.

The look-up table exhaustively lists all square matrices of size 1
2

√
lg n× 1

2

√
lg n ordered

by the number of ones. It moreover contains answers to access and successor queries for

all different possible parameters of these queries. The space of the table is clearly o (n) and

negligible.

A tiny matrix is encoded by a reference to a look-up table. The reference is a pair

(t, i) which t is the number of ones in the matrix and i distinguishes the matrix among all

matrices with the same number of ones. To account for the space of references, we calculate

the space for t and i fields separately. Fields t amount to O (n2 log log n/ log n) = o (m)

which is negligible. The i fields have a space requirement which is dominant in the overall

space bound. In a tiny matrix Ti with ki ones, the i field requires
⌈

lg
(

lg n/4
ki

)

⌉

bits. Therefore,

over all the tiny matrices, these fields occupy
∑4n2/ lg n

i=1

⌈

lg
(

lg n/4
ki

)

⌉

< lg
(

n2

m

)

+ o
(

log
(

n2

m

)

)

bits.
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Figure 5.1: Summary bits are stored for each tiny row and column.

Thus far, we can answer our desired queries in tiny matrices. To extend this power to

the entire matrix, we simply use summary bits for rows and columns of tiny matrices as

illustrated in figure 5.1. We form a bit vector of length 2n/
√

lg n for each row of the matrix.

Bit i of the vector is a summary bit for the corresponding row of the tiny matrix; it is

set to one if there is at least a one in that row. Similarly, we form a bit vector for each

column of the matrix which contains summary bits for the columns of tiny matrices. We

represent these bit vectors using the FID structure of theorem 2.1. These structures together

require O
(

n2/
√

log n
)

bits of space which is a lower order term with respect to lg
(

n2

m

)

where

n2
(

1− ω
(

1√
log n

))

≥ m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

.

Implementation of access(i,j) queries is trivial; the tiny matrix containing cell i, j is

found and the answer to the query is in the look-up table. successor queries are imple-

mented using the summary bit vectors. Using select query supported by the FIDs, we find in

constant time the tiny row containing the next one on a column or a row and once there, we

use the look-up table of the containing tiny matrix to report ones. Constant time support

for degree queries was shown in the beginning of section 5.4.

Theorem 5.8. A 0-1 matrix of size n× n with n2
(

1− ω
(

1√
log n

))

≥ m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

ones

can be represented in lg
(

n2

m

)

+ o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

bits supporting access, successor, and degree

queries in constant time.
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5.4.4 The moderate case

This is the case where O
(

n2√
log n

)

= m > n/2. We divide the matrix into smaller square

matrices of size n2/(2m)× n2/(2m). As in the dense case (section 5.4.3), we store summary

bits to be able to reduce the problem to within individual n2/(2m)× n2/(2m) matrices. For

each row of the matrix, we form a bit vector of length n/(n2/2m) = 2m/n. Bit i of the

vector is one if there is at least a one in the corresponding row of small matrix i in the row.

Similarly, there is a bit vector of the same length for each column of the matrix.

As in section 5.4.3, these bit vectors are represented using the FID structure of theo-

rem 2.1. To account for the space of these structures, it suffices to observe that each bit

vector has space O (2m/n) and there is O (n) of these vectors and total space is O (m) bits

and since m = O
(

n2√
log n

)

, this is a lower order space term.

Using these FIDs, one can navigate away from any cell to the small matrix containing the

next one in the row or the column in constant time. Therefore successor queries reduce to

successor queries within small matrices. Trivially, access queries reduce to those within

small matrices as well. Hence, the entire problem reduces to representing small matrices.

We state the bounds of our representation for small matrices and prove it subsequently:

Lemma 5.9. A 0-1 matrix of size u×u containing r ones can be encoded in (1+ǫ)r lg u+O (u)

bits for any constant ǫ > 0 supporting access and successor queries in constant time

O (1/ǫ).

Given the lemma which we prove in the following section, we use its encoding to represent

the small matrices of size n2/(2m)×n2/(2m). We showed that access and successor queries

reduce to within individual small matrices and the representation of the lemma performs

these queries in constant time. Furthermore, constant time support for degree queries was

shown in the beginning of section 5.4.

To account for the space, each small matrix with ri ones requires (1 + ǫ)ri lg n2/(2m) +

O (n2/m). Hence, the total space over all small matrices can be computed as follows (given

that m = O
(

n2√
log n

)

):

4m2/n2

∑

i=1

(1 + ǫ)ri lg
n2

2m
+ O

(

n2

m

)

= (1 + ǫ)m lg
n2

2m
+ O (m) = (1 + ǫ) lg

(

n2

m

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2

m

))

.
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Figure 5.2: Structures used to represent a small matrix

Theorem 5.10. A 0-1 matrix of size n×n with m ones such that O
(

n2
√

log n

)

= m > n/2 can

be represented in (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

bits for any constant ǫ > 0 supporting access, successor,

and degree queries in constant time O (1/ǫ).

Representing small matrices (lemma 5.9)

We showed in the previous section that we can focus our attention on small matrices. We

give the small matrix representation to encode a 0-1 matrix of size u × u containing r ones

and prove lemma 5.9 in this section.

We use a minimal perfect hash function on each row that hashes u cells on the row to

a set of ri cells where ri is the number of ones in the cell. The matrix is traversed in a

row-major fashion and the ones in each row are traversed in the order that the perfect hash

function dictates so after the traversal each one is (implicitly) assigned a number from [r].

We store a function f : [r] → [u] where ones in the matrix map their assigned numbers

from [r] to their corresponding columns. In other words, an entry in row i and column j

which is assigned t in the traversal, maps t to j (f(t) = j). This function is represented using

theorem 5.1 which supports access, select, and partial-rank operations in constant time

O (1/ǫ). Structures of this section are illustrated in figure 5.2.

Furthermore, a bit vector Rows of length u + r is stored which contains descriptions of
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ri’s in order in unary format; for each row i in order, there is a one bit followed by ri zero

bits. Similarly, we stored a bit vector Columns of length u + r which contains ci’s in order

in unary format where ci is the number of ones in column i. These bit vectors are encoded

using the FID structure of theorem 2.1.

We now explain how queries can be implemented. To respond to an access(i, j) query,

we perform a select(i) on bit vector Rows to find the first assigned number on row i. We

use the perfect hash function hi of row i to get the offset from which the entry (i, j) is hashed

to; the assigned number to entry (i, j) is t =select(i)+hi(j). Now the function is used and

if f(t) = j then the content (i, j) of the matrix is one and it is zero otherwise.

To implement successor queries, we need to find ones in a row or a column in con-

stant time per element. We first explain how we can translate a location in Rows to the

corresponding location in Columns and vice versa. Given a location in Rows, we determine

the corresponding row by a rank query and determine the corresponding column by using

the function. We use the partial rank capability and determine the rank of the cell in

the column. The corresponding entry in Columns bit vector is determined by a select query

in Columns to go to the start of the appropriate column and we add to that the rank in

the column to find the correct entry. Backward translation is performed similarly using the

select capability of the function.

Determining a successor one in a row (i.e., r-successor) is easy as consecutive locations

in Rows contain all ones in a row and similarly determining a successor one in a column is

easy as consecutive locations in Columns contain all ones in a column. Given the translation

capability, we can find the row and column number of an entry in Rows or Columns.

Space requirement of our structures can be accounted as follows. The perfect hash

functions together require O (u + r log log u) bits (see for example [36]). Representation of

bit vectors uses lg
(

r+u
u

)

+ o (r + u) by theorem 2.1. The representation of the function

uses (1 + ǫ)r log u bits. Thus all together the space requirement of our representation is

(1 + ǫ)r log u + O (u) which concludes the proof of lemma 5.9.

5.4.5 The sparse case

In the extreme case where there is m ≤ n/2 ones in the matrix, the representation is

analogous the other extreme case where m = n2 − o(n) (i.e., almost-full case).
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There exist columns or rows containing no ones. We handle this case simply by projecting

the matrix into non-empty rows and columns and representing the projected matrix using

the moderate case.

To project the matrix, we form two bit vectors R,C of length n which encode non-empty

rows and columns respectively. Bit i of R is one if row i contains an entry which is one

and the bit is zero otherwise. Similarly, bit i of C is one if column i is non-empty and one

if it is empty. We represent these bit vectors using the ID structure of theorem 2.2 using

2m lg(n/m) + o (m) bits. We denote by M ′ the sub-matrix formed on non-empty rows and

columns. We add extra rows and columns to M ′ to make it an m × m matrix and fill in

these rows and columns by zeros. Matrix M ′ has size m×m and contains m ones, therefore

its density classifies it as a moderate-case matrix. We use the representation of section 5.4.4

to encode M ′. This representation uses at most (1 + ǫ′)m lg m bits for any constant ǫ′ > 0.

Hence, the storage requirement of all structures calculates as follows:

2m lg(n/m) + o (m) + (1 + ǫ′)m lg m = lg

(

n2

m

)

+ ǫm lg m,

where m ≤ n/2 for any arbitrary small ǫ > 0.

Given the representation of the sub-matrix and encodings of R and C to retrieve empty

rows, we demonstrate how to implement queries in constant time O (1/ǫ). To answer an

access query on a position (i, j), we determine using R,C whether row i or column j are

empty. If either the row or the column is empty, then (i, j) contains a zero. Otherwise, we

translate position (i, j) in matrix M to position (i′, j′) in matrix M ′ using the rank capability

of ID structures of R,C, and to answer the query, it suffices to return the answer to access

query on location (i′, j′) in matrix M ′ which is supported in O (1/ǫ) time.

To answer a successor query on position (i, j), we translate the position to position

(i′, j′) in matrix M ′ and find the successor (i′s, j
′
s) in matrix M ′. We can translate position

(is, js) to position (i∗, j∗) in matrix M using select capability of the ID structures for R,C.

We return position (is, js) as the successor.

To answer degree queries, it suffices to check whether the row/column is empty by a

membership test in R or C. If the row/column is empty then the degree is zero, otherwise,

we translate the row/column number to row/column number in matrix M ′ and use degree

query in matrix M ′ which is supported in constant time.
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Theorem 5.11. A 0-1 matrix of size n×n with m ones such that m ≤ n/2 can be represented

in lg
(

n2

m

)

+ ǫm lg m bits for any constant ǫ > 0 supporting access, successor, and degree

queries in constant time O (1/ǫ).

Since m lg m = o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

if m < nδ for any constant δ > 0, and m lg m = Θ
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

if

otherwise (in the sparse case), theorem 5.11 implies the following corollaries:

Corollary 5.12. For m < nδ for any constant δ > 0, a 0-1 matrix of size n×n with m ones

can be represented in lg
(

n2

m

)

+ o
(

lg
(

n2

m

)

)

bits supporting access, successor, and degree

queries in constant time.

Corollary 5.13. For m ≤ n/2 and m > nδ for some constant δ > 0, a 0-1 matrix of size

n×n with m ones can be represented in (1+ ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

bits for any constant ǫ > 0 supporting

access, successor, and degree queries in constant time O (1/ǫ).

5.5 Undirected graphs

In this section we argue that the results on succinct representations of graphs we have

provided thus far for directed graphs extend to undirected graphs. As we explained in

section 5.2, representing a directed graph with n vertices and m edges can be viewed as

the representing the equivalent n × n boolean matrix containing m ones. Analogously,

representing an undirected graph with n vertices and m edges is equivalent to encoding the

n× n upper-triangular adjacency matrix which contains m ones.

In section 5.5.1, we show that lower bound results of section 5.3 extend to undirected

graphs and subsequently section 5.5.2 extends the upper bound results of section 5.4 to

undirected graphs.

5.5.1 Space lower bounds for undirected graphs

Analogous to theorem 5.2, there is a trivial information theory bound for undirected graphs

which comes directly from a counting argument and it holds for any representation regardless

of the queries it can support:

Theorem 5.14. Any representation of n × n upper triangular boolean matrices contain m

ones requires lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

bits in the worse case for some matrices.
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In section 5.5.1, we distinguished two cases depending on relative values of n, m and

studied them separately: (1) the moderate case: m = Ω (n) and m = O
(

n2−δ
)

for any

constant δ > 0, and (2) the Sparse case: m = o (n). We provide the following general

reduction theorem:

Lemma 5.15. If any n×n upper-triangular boolean matrix containing m ones can be encoded

in f(n, m) bits supporting access, successor, and degree queries in constant time, then

any n
2
× n

2
boolean matrix (not necessarily upper-triangular) containing m ones can be encoded

in f(n, m) bits supporting the same set of queries in constant time.

Proof. Given a n
2
× n

2
boolean matrix M(not necessarily upper-triangular) containing m ones,

we build a n × n upper-triangular matrix M ′ as follows. M ′ is divided into four quadrants

by splitting in two vertically and horizontally. All quadrants consist entirely of zeros except

the top-right one which holds a copy of M ′. Matrix M is upper-triangular and therefore can

be encoded in f(n, m) bits supporting the queries in constant time. It is trivial to observe

that support for these queries in M ′ follows from that in M and therefore M , is represented

in f(n, m) bits.

Given the reduction, it is easy to extend the lower bound results of section 5.3 to upper-

triangular matrices (i.e., undirected graphs):

Theorem 5.16. If nδ < m < n2−δ for some constant δ > 0, there exists an upper-triangular

matrix n× n containing m ones that cannot be represented in lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

+ o

(

lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

)

with

constant time support for access and successor queries.

Proof. We prove by contradiction: assume there is a representation for all such matrices

with such space. We note that lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

equals lg
(

n2

m

)

to within lower order terms where

nδ < m < n2−δ for some constant δ > 0. One can use the reduction lemma 5.15 to derive a

contradiction with corollary 5.5.

5.5.2 Space upper bounds for undirected graphs

In section 5.4, we categorized matrices according to their densities into five categories. In all

categories other than the dense case the value of m relative to n is such that lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

equals

lg
(

n2

m

)

to within lower order terms. Therefore in those four categories, one can treat the
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upper-triangular matrix as a general matrix and achieve a representation with the desired

storage requirement. In this section, we detail the required modifications in representations

of dense-case matrices to achieve the optimal information-theory space bound.

Theorem 5.17. if n2
(

1− ω
(

1√
log n

))

≥ m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

, an n × n upper-triangular ma-

trix containing m ones can be encoded in lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

+ o

(

lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

)

bits such that access,

successor, and degree queries can be supported in constant time.

The representation is analogous to that of section 5.4.3 as the matrix is divided into
1
2

√
lg n× 1

2

√
lg n tiny matrices. The summary bits are stored identically. The only deviation

from that representation is that since we know that tiny matrices that are strictly below the

diagonal of the matrix are entirely zeros, we do not explicitly store them. Furthermore, the

tiny matrices that intersect the diagonal are represented such that only the half portion that

is above the diagonal is encoded as the other half is by definition empty. For this purpose,

an auxiliary look-up table is set to catalogue half filled matrices. We use the leading bit

in an encoding of a tiny matrix to specify whether it is a entirely or half filled, and use a

reference as in section 5.4.3 to within the appropriate look-up table.

We now argue that the storage requirement is lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

. Any structures stored other

than the look-up references of tiny matrices contribute to lower order terms. To account for

the space of tiny matrix encodings, we note that the space can be computed analogously to

section 5.4.3 and extra contribution of half tiny matrices is O (n/ log n). Hence, the storage

requirement can be calculated to at most:

lg

(

n2+n
2

m

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2+n
2

m

)

)

+ O

(

n

log n

)

= lg

(

n2

2

m

)

+ o

(

lg

(

n2

2

m

)

)

,

where n2
(

1− ω
(

n2√
log n

))

≥ m = ω
(

n2√
log n

)

(i.e., the dense case).

Table 5.2 summarizes the space lower bound and upper bounds we have proved for

undirected graphs.
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m Space Lower bound Space Upper bound

∀δ > 0; m < nδ lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

∃δ > 0; nδ < m = o(n) (1 + ǫ) lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

(1 + ǫ) lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

∃δ > 0; Ω (n) = m < n2−δ (1 + ǫ) lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

(1 + ǫ) lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

∀δ > 0; n2−δ < m = O
(

n2
√

log n

)

lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

(1 + ǫ) lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

ω
(

n2√
log n

)

= m lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

Table 5.2: Space lower and upper bounds for representing a directed graph with n vertices
and m edges which supports the queries in constant time. All upper bounds are up to lower
order terms.

5.6 Conclusion and final remarks

We considered the problem of encoding a labeled graph (directed or undirected) with n

vertices and m edges succinctly supporting adjacency, neighborhood and degree queries.

Measuring the storage requirement of representations as a function of n and m, we showed

that the information-theoretic space lower bound of lg
(

n2

m

)

for directed graphs and lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

for undirected graphs is not achievable for most values of m relative to n by proving a

better lower bound. More precisely, We proved impossible to achieve the information-theory

lower bound within lower order terms unless the number of edges in the graph is such that

m = o
(

nδ
)

or m = ω
(

n2−δ
)

for any constant δ > 0.

We furthermore matched the lower bound in its applicable range by presenting an en-

coding with the worst case storage requirement of (1 + ǫ) lg
(

n2

m

)

for any ǫ > 0 for directed

graphs and (1 + ǫ) lg
(n2

+n
2

m

)

for any ǫ > 0 for undirected graphs. Where m = o
(

nδ
)

for any

constant δ > 0, the representation matches the information theoretic lower bound tightly

to within lower order terms. The information-theory lower bound is also matched where

m = ω
(

n2
√

log n

)

. This leaves a small gap where n2−δ < m = O
(

n2
√

log n

)

for any constant

δ > 0 where our lower and upper bounds are a multiplicative factor 1 + ǫ apart for any

arbitrary small constant ǫ > 0, which we leave as an open problem.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

Succinct representations of combinatorial objects are compact encodings that support a rea-

sonable set of queries on the objects in constant time in the word RAM model. Furthermore,

the storage requirement of the encoding is to match the information theory lower bound to

within lower order terms. We studied trees and graphs as the objects for succinct represen-

tation in this thesis.

We started the thesis by proposing a novel uniform approach towards succinct represen-

tation of trees in chapter 3. The key difference in the approach in comparison with other

partition-based succinct encodings of trees is in the tree decomposition part. Our tree de-

composition greatly isolates subtree components from each other in order to simplify the

representation of interconnection between different components. We showed that all families

of trees with a previously-existing succinct encoding can be represented using our framework.

Moreover, using the approach we could improve the best existing representations for some

families of trees (cardinal and free trees). In the case of ordinal trees, the new representation

greatly simplifies implementation of various operations. For cardinal trees, the representa-

tion improves on the existing ones in that it allows support of both cardinal and ordinal

type of operations. The approach easily produces a succinct representation for free trees, a

class of trees that had not been studied previously for succinct representations. The succinct

representation can also be readily made adaptive to a variety of desired entropy measures

such as degree-distribution entropy.

Subsequently in chapter 4, we focused on ordinal trees and presented a universal repre-

sentation that combined the query-support power of various succinct encodings. The existing
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approaches to succinctly represent an ordinal tree are (1) level order unary degree sequence

(LOUDS), (2) balanced parentheses (BP), (3) depth first unary degree sequence (DFUDS),

and (4) tree covering (TC). We argued that the power of LOUDS approach is limited and

it is intrinsically different from the other approaches. We gave a new universal succinct

representation of ordinal trees that is able to simultaneously emulate BP, DFUDS, and TC

representations. The emulation is by the way of producing any logarithm-long word of the

BP or the DFUDS sequences (operations BP-word,DFUDS-word), and producing any micro-

tree of the TC representation (operation TC-microtree) all in constant time. We argued

that support for these operations means that the universal representation can emulate ei-

ther of these representations at the same time on demand. Moreover we showed that, an

important implication of the emulation capability is that any query supported in constant

time by any of these representations can be supported in constant time by the universal

representation. The main problem we leave open is to whether the universal representation

can be improved to also emulate the LOUDS representation.

We moved from trees—which are special type of graphs— to arbitrary graphs in chapter 5.

We considered the problem of encoding a labeled graph (directed or undirected) with n

vertices and m edges succinctly supporting adjacency, neighborhood, and degree queries in

constant time. The adjacency query is to test whether an edge exists between two given

vertices and neighborhood query is to scan through the edges incident to a given vertex in

constant time per such edge.

Measuring the storage requirement of representations as a function of n and m, we

showed that the information-theoretic lower bound for either directed (
⌈

lg
(

n2

m

)

⌉

) or undi-

rected graphs (
⌈

lg
(

n2+n
m

)

⌉

) is not achievable to within lower order terms for most values of

m relative to n (namely where these exists a δ > 0 such that nδ < m < n2−δ) if we insist

on constant time query support. We furthermore matched the lower bound in its appli-

cable range by presenting an encoding with the worst case storage requirement of (1 + ǫ)

multiplicative factor away from the information theory bound where ǫ > 0 is any arbitrar-

ily small constant. Where the graph is too sparse (∀δ > 0; m < nδ) or the graph is too

dense (n2/o
(√

log n
)

< m), we give a representation with storage requirement which tightly

matches the information theory lower bound to within lower order terms. The space lower

and upper bounds according to different values of m relative to n are listed in table 5.1 for

directed graphs and in table 5.2 for undirected graphs. There is a small range of values of m

where the given lower and upper bounds do not match which we leave as an open problem.
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access query, 61, 62, 69, 78

adjacency matrix, 58

adjacency query, 59

adjaceny list, 58

balanced parenthesis, 2, 7, 37–38

binary relation, 9, 60

label-access, 9

label-rank, 9

label-select, 9

object-access, 9

object-rank, 9

object-select, 9

bit probe model, 37

bit vector, 4

BP, see balanced parentheses

BP-word, 40

Catalan numbers, 12

generalized, 12

cell probe model, 8, 65, 69

degree query, 59

depth first unary degree sequence, 2, 7, 38–39

DFUDS-word, 40

dictionary, 4

entropy

degree distribution, 13, 31

k-th order, 10

tree encoding, 31–34

zeroth order, 8

Etherington-Wedderburn sequence, 30

FID, see fully indexable dictionary

FKS dictionary, 5

full rank, 62

fully indexable dictionary, 5–6

function, 8, 62, 78

graph, 10

decomposable, 10, 60

limited arboricity, 3, 10, 60

planar, 3, 10, 60

separable, 3, 10, 60

triangulated, 60

triangulated planar, 10

triconnected, 10, 60

undirected, 81–83

ID, see indexable dictionary

in-neighbor, 59

indexable dictionary, 5–6

left-leaning paths, 51

level order unary degree sequence, 7, 36–37
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LOUDS, see level order unary degree sequence

micro-trees, 20

mini-trees, 20

opportunistic data structures, 10

out-neighbor, 59

partial rank, 61, 62, 78, 79

permutation, 7, 62, 64

cycle representation, 7

predecessor query, 5–6, 66

RAM, 2, 27

rank, 4–6

reciprocal (of a query), 69

right-leaning paths, 51

Riordan numbers, 33

select, 4–6, 62, 78

skeleton, 44

skinny chunks, 51

skinny trees, 44–50

string, 8, 61

successor query, 61, 66, 69

suffix array, 10

suffix tree, 10

TC, see tree covering

TC-microtree, 40

text index, 10

tree

AVL, 34

binary, 6, 7

cardinal, 7, 11, 27–29

DNA, 11

free, 11, 29–31

free binary, 12

free trees, 2

k-ary, see cardinal

ordinal, 6, 11, 20–27

wavelet, 8

tree covering, 7, 39

tree decomposition, 14–19


